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We study equi-join computation in the massively parallel computation (MPC) model. Currently, a main open question

under this topic is whether it is possible to design an algorithm that can process any join with load � (� polylog� /�1/�∗ ) Ð
measured in the number of words communicated per machine Ð where � is the total number of tuples in the input relations,

�∗ is the join’s fractional edge covering number, and � is the number of machines. We settle the question in the negative for the

class of tuple-based algorithms (all the known MPC join algorithms fall in this class) by proving the existence of a join query

with �∗ = 2 that requires a load of Ω(� /�1/3) to evaluate. Our lower bound provides solid evidence that the łAGM boundž

alone is not suicient for characterizing the hardness of join evaluation in MPC (a phenomenon that does not exist in RAM).

The hard join instance identiied in our argument is cyclic, which leaves the question of whether � (� polylog� /�1/�∗ ) is
still possible for acyclic joins. We answer this question in the airmative by showing that any acyclic join can be evaluated

with load � (� /�1/�∗ ), which is asymptotically optimal (there are no polylogarithmic factors in our bound). The separation

between cyclic and acyclic joins is yet another phenomenon that is absent in RAM. Our algorithm owes to the discovery of a

new mathematical structure Ð we call łcanonical edge coverž Ð of acyclic hypergraphs, which has numerous non-trivial

properties and makes an elegant addition to database theory.

CCS Concepts: · Theory of computation→Massively parallel algorithms; · Information systems→ Join algorithms.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Joins, Conjunctive Queries, Massively Parallel Computation, I/O-Eicient, Lower Bounds

1 INTRODUCTION

Join evaluation is an important problem at the core of database theory. The past decade has witnessed signiicant
progress towards understanding the problem’s complexity in the random access machine (RAM) model. For a
join involving a constant number of attributes, Atserials, Grohe, and Marx proved in their seminal work [6] that
the join result can include only � (� �∗ ) tuples, where � is the number of tuples in the input relations, and �∗ is
the join’s fractional edge covering number1. The bound Ð commonly known as the łAGM boundž Ð is tight in
the sense that a join can indeed return Ω(� �∗ ) tuples in the worst case. An algorithm, therefore, is worst-case
optimal if it can process any join in � (� �∗ ) time. Many algorithms whose running time matches this bound Ð

sometimes up to an �̃ (1) factor, where �̃ (.) hides a polylog� term Ð have been discovered [5, 18, 21ś25, 33].

In big-data analysis, the input relations may not it in one machine’s memory, and therefore, joins are often
processed with multiple machines on a massively parallel system like MapReduce [9] Spark [35], Hive [32],
Dremmel [20], etc. CPU calculation is no longer the performance bottleneck in those environments. The new
bottleneck, instead, is network communication, because of which the design of łmassive joinž algorithms has

∗Preliminary versions of this article appeared in PODS’21 [11] and ICDT’22 [31]. This work was supported in part by GRF projects 14207820,

14203421, and 14222822 from HKRGC.
1A formal deinition of �∗ will appear in Section 1.1. For our discussion here, it suices to understand �∗ as a value at least 1.
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Fig. 1. A edge tree example

focused on the massively parallel computation (MPC) [8] model (to be formally deined in Section 1.1). Unraveling
the worst-case complexity of join evaluation in MPC, however, has turned out to be an intriguing challenge. On
the one hand, the AGM bound implies [19] a lower bound of Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) on the cost of any MPC algorithm Ð
measured in the number of words communicated per machine Ð where � is the number of machines. On the
other hand, despite signiicant eforts [2, 3, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 27, 30], no known algorithms have been able to
match this bound.

In this article, we will disprove the possibility of any MPC algorithm that can ensure cost �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ) for
arbitrary joins. We will establish a new, higher, lower bound, thereby revealing the somewhat surprising fact that
the join problem (unlike in RAM) cannot be characterized by the AGM bound alone in MPC. Furthermore, we
will contrast the lower bound by developing an optimal algorithm with cost� (� /�1/�∗ ) for łacyclic joinsž, which
form a class of joins with profound importance in database systems [1, 8, 13, 15, 34]. The separation between
acyclic and cyclic joins is another characteristic of the join problem that does not exist in RAM.

1.1 Problem Definitions and Complexity Parameters

Natural Joins. Let att be a set where each element is called an attribute, and dom be another set where each
element is called a value. The concrete choice of dom is unimportant, although each value in dom should occupy
only a constant number of words. We assume a total order on dom (if necessary, manually impose one by
ordering the values arbitrarily). A tuple over a set� ⊆ att is a function � : � → dom. For each attribute � ∈ � ,
we refer to � (� ) as the value of � on � . Given a subset� ′ ⊆ � , deine � [� ′] as the tuple �′ over � ′ such that
�′ (� ) = � (� ) for every � ∈ � ′. A relation is a set � of tuples over the same set � of attributes; we call � the
scheme of �, a fact denoted as scheme(�) = � . Given a subset� ⊆ scheme(�), the projection of � on� Ð denoted
as �� (�) Ð is a relation with scheme� deined as �� (�) = {tuple � over� | ∃ tuple � ∈ � s.t. � [� ] = � [� ]}.
We represent a join query (henceforth, simply a łjoinž or łqueryž) as a set � of relations. Deine atset (�) =⋃
�∈� scheme(�). The query result is the following relation over atset (�)

Join(�) =

{
tuple � over atset (�)

��� ∀� ∈ �, � [scheme(�)] ∈ �
}
. (1)

We refer to |Join(�) | as the output size of� . If the relations in� are �1, �2, ..., � |� | , we may also represent Join(�)
as �1 ⊲⊳ �2 ⊲⊳ ... ⊲⊳ � |� | .

The query � can be characterized by a schema graph � = (� , �), which is a hypergraph where each vertex
in � is a distinct attribute in atset (�), and each edge in � is the scheme of a distinct relation in � . The set �
may contain identical edges because two (or more) relations in � can have the same scheme. The term łhyperž
suggests that an edge can have more than two attributes.
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A query � is acyclic if its schema graph is acyclic. Speciically, a hypergraph � = (� , �) is acyclic if we can
create a tree � where

• every node in � stores Ð hence, łcorresponds tož Ð a distinct edge in �;
• (the connectedness requirement) for every attribute � ∈ � , the set of nodes whose corresponding edges
contain � forms a connected subtree in � .

We will call � an edge tree of � . We say that � is cyclic if it does not satisfy the above conditions.

Example 1.1. Consider the hypergraph � = (� , �) where � = {A, B, ..., O} and � = {ABC, BD, BO, EFG, BCE,
CEF, CEJ, HI, LM, EHJ, KL, HK, HN}. Figure 1 shows an edge tree � of � (which is therefore acyclic). To understand the
connectedness requirement, observe the connected subtree formed by the ive edges involving E. □

We use

� =

︁

�∈�
|� | (2)

to denote the input size of � , namely, the total number of tuples in the relations participating in the join.
Our discussion focuses on data complexities, that is, we are interested in the inluence of � on the algorithm
performance. For that reason, we assume that the schema graph� of � has � (1) vertices, i.e., |atset (�) | = � (1).
Computation Model. The MPC (massively parallel computation) model [8] has been widely deployed to design
parallel algorithms on large-scaled data [2, 3, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 27, 29, 30]. In this model, we have � share-nothing
machines that are interconnected in a network. In the beginning, each machine stores � (� /�) tuples from the
relations of a query � . An algorithm starts by having each machine perform some initial computation on its local
data and then executes in rounds, each having two phases:

• in the irst phase, the machines exchange messages (every message should have been prepared either in
the initial computation or the second phase of the previous round);
• in the second phase, each machine performs local computation.

An algorithm is required to inish in a constant number of rounds, and when it does, every tuple in Join(�) is
required to have been produced on at least one machine. The load of a round is the largest number of words
received by a machine in that round. The load of an algorithm is the maximum load of all the rounds. We consider
� < � 1−� , where � > 0 can be an arbitrarily small constant; this is a standard assumption behind all the previous
work on MPC. With load � , any problem can be solved trivially in one round by simply sending all data to one
machine. The crux of designing a load-eicient MPC algorithm is to limit the łintermediate resultsž that need to
be transmitted across machines.

We will conine our attention to the class of tuple-based algorithms, which treat tuples in the relations of � as
łatomsž that must always be transmitted in their entirety. Atoms are allowed to be copied, but each copy must
again be sent in its entirety. To report a result tuple � ∈ Join(�), a machine must have received all the atom
tuples � [scheme(�)] for every � ∈ � . While the tuple-based class of algorithms does not encompass all possible
approaches, it does include the existing MPC join algorithms that we are aware of, which will be discussed in
Section 1.2. Therefore, analyzing the optimal communication complexity achievable by this class can provide
valuable insights into the problem’s characteristics.

Results are reported by invoking a special zero-cost function emit (.). In particular, the machine, which has
received all the necessary atom tuples for a result tuple � ∈ Join(�), outputs � by employing emit (�), with
the stipulation that � can be output only once (across all machines) throughout the algorithm’s execution. This
reporting łstylež relects how join results are usually consumed in database systems: they could be (i) transmitted
to a remote server via the network, (ii) written to a certain type of persistent storage, or (iii) directly supplied
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to a downstream process, such as an aggregate function like counting or a user-deined utility function. From
the MPC model’s perspective, incorporating the emit (.) function efectively absolves the algorithm from the
responsibility of storing the tuples of the join result. Generally, the size of Join(�) could be polynomial in � (and
exponential in |� |, which is regarded as a constant in this article), making |Join(�) |/� potentially much larger
than a machine’s memory capacity. In contrast, an MPC algorithm should utilize far less than � memory on each
machine: ideally, the memory usage on each machine should be at the same order as the algorithm’s load.

Our lower bounds are combinatorial in nature. We count only how many atom tuples must be communicated
in order to emit all the tuples in the join result, while any other information can be communicated for free.

Fractional Edge Coverings and Packings. Consider a query � Ð which may or may not be acyclic Ð with
schema graph � = (� , �). Let� be a function that associates every edge � ∈ � with a real-valued weight� (�)
between 0 and 1. The function is called a fractional edge covering of � if

︁

�∈�:� ∈�
� (�) ≥ 1

holds for every attribute � ∈ � , namely, the total weight of all the edges covering � is at least 1. Similarly,� is a
called a fractional edge packing of � if

︁

�∈�:� ∈�
� (�) ≤ 1

holds for every attribute � ∈ � , namely, the total weight of all the edges covering � is at most 1. In any case, we
refer to

∑
�∈�� (�) as the total weight of� .

The fractional edge covering number of � (also of �) Ð denoted as �∗ Ð is the minimum total weight of all
possible fractional edge coverings of � . The fractional edge packing number of � (also of �) Ð denoted as �∗

Ð is the maximum total weight of all possible fractional edge packings of � . A fractional edge covering (resp.,
packing) is optimal if its total weight equals �∗ (resp., �∗).

1.2 Previous Results

AGMBound and Join Algorithms in RAM. Consider an arbitrary join query� whose schema graph� = (� , �)
admits a fractional edge covering� . For each edge � ∈ �, let �� be the (only) relation in � whose scheme
corresponds to � . The AGM bound [6] states that Join(�) can contain no more than

∏
�∈� |�� |� (� ) tuples.

Applying the trivial fact |�� | ≤ � (where � is the input size of �) and supplying an optimal fractional edge
covering� , we obtain |Join(�) | ≤ � �∗ . This inequality is asymptotically tight because, for any hypergraph
� = (� , �) where � has a constant size, there exists a join query � with schema graph � whose Join(�) has
Ω(� �∗ ) tuples [6].
An algorithm able to answer� using� (� �∗ ) time in the RAM model is considered worst-case optimal because

when |Join(�) | = Ω(� �∗ ), we need Θ(� �∗ ) time even just to output Join(�). Ngo et al. [23] designed the irst
algorithm that guarantees a running time of � (� �∗ ) for all queries2. Since then, the community has discovered

more algorithms [5, 18, 21ś25, 33] that are all worst-case optimal (sometimes up to an �̃ (1) factor) but difer
in their own features. When � is acyclic, optimal eiciency can be achieved using a simpler algorithm due to
Yannakakis [34].

2The algorithm proposed in [23] achieves this time complexity by using a preprocessing step that creates perfect-hashing data structures on

the input relations. This step takes� (� ) expected time. Without preprocessing, the algorithm has an expected time complexity of� (� �∗ )
or a worst-case time complexity of� (� �∗ log� ) .
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Fig. 2. The schema graph of boat joins

Join Algorithms in MPC (and the Quest for Load �̃ (�/�1/�∗
)). Via a reduction from the set-disjointness

problem in communication complexity, Hu, Yi, and Tao [14] showed that Ω(� /�) is a lower bound on the load
of join evaluation in MPC.3 Separately, Koutris, Beame, and Suciu [19] observed that, the AGM bound implies
another lower bound of Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) on the load. To understand why, suppose that each machine sees at most �
atom tuples (i.e., tuples in the input relations of �) during the entire algorithm. By the AGM bound, the machine
can produce at most ��

∗
tuples in the join result. Thus, when |Join(�) | = Ω(� �∗ ), we must have � ·��∗ = Ω(� �∗ ),

which yields � = Ω(� /�1/�∗ ). For �∗ > 1 (the case of �∗ = 1 has been captured by the lower bound of [14]),
� /�1/�∗ ≫ � /� such that at least Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) of the tuples seen by a machine need to come from other machines,
suggesting that the algorithm’s load must be Ω(� /�1/�∗ ).
The above negative results have motivated considerable research looking for MPC algorithms whose loads

are bounded by �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ); such algorithms are worst-case optimal up to an �̃ (1) factor. The goal has been
realized only on four query classes. The irst consists of all the Cartesian-product joins where the relations
in � have disjoint schemes; see [3, 7, 17] for several optimal algorithms on such queries. The second is the
so-called łLoomis-Whitney joinž, where � consists of all the |� | possible edges of |� | − 1 attributes; see [19] for
an optimal algorithm for such queries. The third class includes every join where each relation has at most two
attributes; see [16, 17, 27, 30] for optimal algorithms for these queries. The fourth class comprises all the so-called
łr-hierarchical joinsž, which constitute a subset of the acyclic queries considered in this article; see [13] for an
optimal r-hierarchical algorithm.

We refer the reader to (i) [7, 19] for join algorithms that perform only a single round, and (ii) [2, 13, 14] for
algorithms whose loads are sensitive to the join size |Join(�) | and hence can be even lower than Ω(� /�1/�∗ )
when the join result is small.

1.3 Contributions

NewResults.Our irst result eliminates the possibility of answering an arbitrary join query with load �̃ (� /�1/�∗ )
in the MPC model. Speciically, we prove (in Theorem 1) the existence of a cyclic query � with fractional edge
covering number �∗ = 2 and fractional edge packing number �∗ = 3, such that any algorithm solving the query
must incur a load of Ω(� /�1/3) when � = � (� 1/3). This ofers solid evidence that, unlike in RAM, the AGM
bound alone is insuicient to characterize the performance of join queries in MPC.

Given this new inding, a natural question is whether cyclicity is the łculpritž for the above, somewhat bizarre,
MPC characteristic. We answer the question in the airmative. Speciically, we prove (in Theorem 15) that every
acyclic query can be evaluated with load� (� /�1/�∗ ) in MPC, which is asymptotically optimal (note that the load
complexity does not hide any polylogarithmic factors). This oicially separates the class of acyclic queries from
the class of cyclic queries in MPC (recall that no such separation exists in RAM). Our algorithm uses � (� /�1/�∗ )
memory on every machine.

3The lower bound of [14] holds even on algorithms that are not tuple-based.
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Our Techniques. The cyclic query behind our lower bound has a schema graph illustrated in Figure 2 (every
letter is a vertex and every ellipse is an edge). A join having this schema graph Ð which we will refer to as a boat
join Ð has ive relations with schemes ABC, DEF, AD, BE, and CF, respectively (the reader should take a moment to
verify its fractional edge covering number 2 and fractional edge packing number 3). The crux of our proof is
to construct a boat join � with a special property: for � = Ω(� 5/6), any � łatom tuplesž from the input relations
can produce � (�3/� ) tuples in the join result. To contrast this property with the AGM bound, we note that any �
atom tuples can produce at most �2 result tuples under the AGM bound. Because �3/� = � (�2) for � = � (� ),
each machine, if permitted to see only � atom tuples, can actually produce fewer result tuples than predicted by
the AGM bound. This is the rationale behind our stronger lower bound.

Our construction has a deeper implication. The hard join query� described earlier produces Θ(� 2) join tuples,
asymptotically the largest possible size asserted by the AGM bound. However, unlike in RAM where (for proving
lower bounds) it suices to look at the size of the global join result, our techniques suggest that in MPC it is
imperative to look at the maximum size of local joins Ð namely, how many result tuples can be produced by
� ≪ � tuples only. The AGM bound can be very loose in bounding the local join sizes, which is the core reason
why it does not (fully) characterize the join performance in MPC.

To develop our optimal MPC algorithm for acyclic queries, we present a theory of acyclic hypergraphs revolving
around a new concept łcanonical edge coverž. To pave the way for the concept, we irst prove that any acyclic
hypergraph � = (� , �) admits an integral optimal fractional edge covering� , namely,� assigns every edge in
� an integer weight: either 0 or 1. This fact allows us to connect� to edge łcoversž: a subset � ⊆ � is an edge
cover4 of� if every attribute of � appears in at least one edge of � . Thus, the fractional edge covering number �∗

of � is simply the minimum size of all edge covers, namely, the smallest number of edges that we must pick to
cover all the attributes.

A hypergraph � can have multiple optimal edge covers (all with size �∗), among which we identify one as
łcanonicalž. In Figure 1, the nine circled nodes constitute a canonical edge cover F of � . Let us give an informal
explanation on the derivation of F . After rooting the tree in Figure 1 at HN, we add to F all the leaf nodes: BO,
ABC, BD, EFG, HI, and LM. Next, we process the non-leaf nodes bottom up. At BCE, we ask: which attributes will
disappear as we ascend further in the tree? The answer is B, which is thus a łdisappearingž attribute of BCE.
Then, we ask: does F already cover B? The answer is yes, due to the existence of BO; we therefore do not include
BCE in F . We continue to process CEF and CEJ similarly, but neither of them enters F . At EHJ, the disappearing
attributes are E and J. In general, as long as one disappearing attribute has not been covered by F , we pick the
node; this is why EHJ is in F . The other nodes HK and HN in F are chosen based on the same reasoning.

We show that a canonical edge cover determined this way has appealing properties, which eventually lead to
a recursive strategy for evaluating any acyclic join optimally in MPC. At a high level, our algorithm works by
simplifying� into several łresidualž hypergraphs, each of which deines a sub-query to be computed recursively.
Apart from some trivial modiications (such as removing the attributes and edges that have become irrelevant), a
canonical edge cover of� remains canonical on every residual hypergraph. We utilize this crucial property to relate
the load of the original query to the loads of the sub-queries, which yields an unusual recurrence whose solution
proves an overall load of� (� /�1/�∗ ). Canonical edge cover is, we believe, an elegant addition to database theory
and inds further applications. In fact, by adapting our MPC algorithm to the external memory model [4], we can

obtain an I/O-eicient algorithm for evaluating any acyclic join in � ( � �∗

��∗−1�
log�/�

�
�
) I/Os, which improves

several existing algorithms [12, 19, 26].

4In case the reader is wondering, the literature uses the words łcoveringž and łcoverž exactly the way they are used in our article.
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Remark. Gottlob, Leone, and Scarcello [10] proved that detecting whether an acyclic query has an empty result
is LOGCFL-complete, even if the number of relations in the query is not constant. Their result has important
implications, such as the ability to solve the problem in a polylogarithmic number of steps on an EREW PRAM
with a polynomial number of processors. However, our work on parallel evaluation of acyclic queries focuses
on minimizing cross-machine communication, which is diferent from the goal of [10] to reduce concurrent
computation steps. Thus, our indings are not directly comparable to theirs.

2 A LOWER BOUND FOR BOAT JOINS

In this section, we will focus on boat joins, which have the schema graph in Figure 2. Our main result is:

Theorem 1. For any suiciently large integers of � and � satisfying � ≤ � · �1/3, where � > 0 is a ixed constant,
there is a boat join � with input size � = Θ(�) (see (2) for the deinition of input size) such that any tuple-based

MPC algorithm computing Join(�) must incur a load of Ω(� /�1/3) when the number of machines is � .

Recall that a boat join has fractional edge covering number �∗ = 2 and fractional edge packing number �∗ = 3.
Hence, the theorem indicates that the join’s load can exceed � (� /�1/�∗ ) and reach Ω(� /�1/�∗ ). The theorem is

tight up to an �̃ (1) factor because there are algorithms [19, 27] able to evaluate any boat join with load �̃ (� /�1/3).
Given a join� , (as before) we use the term atom tuple to refer to a tuple in the input relations of� . The core of

our argument is to prove:

Lemma 2. For any suiciently large integers of � and � satisfying � ≥ �′ · �5/6, where �′ > 0 is a ixed constant,
there is a boat join � with input size � = Θ(�) such that |Join(�) | = Θ(�2) and any � atom tuples can produce
� (�3/�) result tuples in Join(�).

Theorem 1 is in fact a corollary of Lemma 2 and the standard counting argument reviewed in Section 1.2.
Consider the boat join � given in the lemma. Let � be the maximum number of atom tuples that a machine sees
during the entire evaluation of � . As Join(�) has Θ(�2) tuples, we know � = Ω(�/�1/�∗ ) = Ω(�/√�) from the

argument of [19] (see Section 1.2). To prove Theorem 1, we consider � ≤ � · �1/3 for a suiciently large constant
� > 0 to satisfy the requirement �2 = Ω(�2/�) ≥ �′ · �5/3, where �′ is the constant stated in Lemma 2. The lemma
then tells us that each machine can generate � (�3/�) result tuples. To produce all the Θ(�2) tuples in Join(�),
we need � ·� (�3/�) = Θ(�2), which gives � = Ω(�/�1/3) = Ω(� /�1/3).

The rest of the section serves as a proof of Lemma 2. Given an integer � ≥ 1, we denote by [�] the set of
integers {1, 2, ..., �}. Fix integers � and � satisfying the condition �2 ≥ �′ · �5/3, where the constant �′ will be
chosen later in the proof. We consider, w.l.o.g., that �1/3 is an integer. A boat join, as shown in Figure 2, has
attributes A, B, ..., and F. We design their domains to be

dom(A) = dom(B) = dom(C) = [�1/3]
dom(D) = dom(E) = dom(F) = [�2/3] .

Recall that a boat join has ive relations:�ABC, �DEF, �AD, �BE, and�CF. Henceforth, for each edge � ∈ {ABC, DEF, AD, BE,
CF} in the schema graph, we use �� to denote the relation with scheme � . Furthermore, for any {�1, ..., �� } ⊆
{A, B, ..., E} where � ≥ 2, we use dom(�1) × ...×dom(�� ) to denote the łCartesian productž relation that contains∏�
�=1 |dom(�� ) | tuples such that, for any (�1, ..., �� ) ∈ dom(�1) × ... × dom(�� ), the relation has a tuple � with

� (�� ) = �� for every � ∈ [�].
We will construct a set Ð denoted as Qboat Ð of boat joins. All those joins have precisely the same �ABC, �AD, �BE,

and �CF, but difer in �DEF. Speciically, �ABC = dom(A) × dom(B) × dom(C), �AD = dom(A) × dom(D), �BE =

dom(B) × dom(E), and �CF = dom(C) × dom(F). Note that these four relations have exactly � tuples each. It
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remains to clarify �DEF (the relation that distinguishes diferent boat joins). In every boat join � ∈ Qboat, the
relation �DEF ∈ � is a subset of the Cartesian-product relation dom(D) × dom(E) × dom(F). The number of

possible subsets is 2�
2
, which is exactly the number of boat joins in Qboat, each using a distinct subset as its �DEF.

For every join � ∈ Qboat, the result Join(�) is always �ABC × �DEF.
We will show that at least one of the joins in Qboat possesses the properties in Lemma 2. Our proof will

proceed in two steps. First, we will reveal an intrinsic property of the boat joins in �boat regarding how to select
a designated number of tuples to maximize the number of result tuples. The second step will then utilize the
property to ind a hard boat join to establish Lemma 2.

2.1 Maximizing the Size of a Local Join

This subsection will concentrate on an arbitrary boat join� ∈ Qboat and, therefore, every mention of ł�DEFž refers
to the relation �DEF in � (remember �DEF can be any subset of dom(D) × dom(E) × dom(F)). We now deine a
combinatorial optimization problem crucial to our analysis:

Local-JoinMaximization: Given a boat join� ∈ Qboat and an arbitrary integer � ≥ 1, choose �′� ⊆ ��
for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF} to maximize the output size of the local join {�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

subject to the constraint that each of the relations �′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
contains at most � tuples. We

will represent the above problem as LJM(�).

Note that the size-� constraint concerns only the edges ABC, AD, BE, and CF, while the entire �DEF participates in
the local join. Deine

OPT(�, �) = the maximum output size of all possible local joins in LJM(�). (3)

Solving the LJM problem exactly is challenging. However, as will become evident in Section 2.2, it suices to
ind a way to approximate OPT(�, �) within a constant factor. For that purpose, we can restrict our attention to
�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
that conform to a special form. In general, a relation � with scheme {�1, �2, ..., �� } (for

some � ≥ 1) is said to be in the Cartesian-product form (CP-form) if � = ��1 (�) × ��2 (�) × ... × ���
(�), namely,

� is the Cartesian product of its projections on the � attributes. We now deine a variant of the LJM problem:

Local-Join Maximization with Cartesian Products: Given a boat join � ∈ Qboat and an arbitrary
integer � ≥ 1, choose �′� ⊆ �� for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF} to maximize the output size of the local
join {�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} subject to the constraint that each of the relations �′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, and

�′
CF

(i) contains at most � tuples, and (ii) is in the CP-form. We will represent the above problem as
LJM-CP(�).

Deine

OPTCP (�, �) = the maximum output size of all possible local joins in LJM-CP(�). (4)

The lemma below, whose proof is deferred to Section 2.3, gives a crucial relationship between the functions in
(3) and (4).

Lemma 3. For any boat join � ∈ Qboat, OPTCP (�, 8�) ≥ 1
128 · OPT(�, �).

2.2 Identifying a Hard Boat Join

In this subsection, we will prove the existence of a boat join � ∈ Qboat such that

• � has an input size Θ(�)
• |Join(�) | = Θ(�2), and
• OPTCP (�, 8�) = � (�3/�)
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as long as � is suiciently large and � ≥ �′ · �5/6 for some constant �′ to be chosen later. It follows from Lemma 3
that OPT(�, �) = � (�3/�). By deinition of LJM(�) and the meaning of OPT(�, �) (see (3)), any � atom tuples of
� can produce � (�3/�) result tuples. This will then complete the proof of Lemma 2.

Recall that all the boat joins in Qboat difer only in their �DEF, which can be any subset of dom(D) × dom(E) ×
dom(F). Next, we impose a distribution over Qboat. For this purpose, create �DEF by including each tuple of
dom(D) × dom(E) × dom(F) independently with probability 1/�. The expected size of �DEF is (�2/3)3 · 1� = �.
Accordingly, the boat join � thus obtained Ð which is now a random variable Ð has an expecte input size of 5�
and an expected output size of �2 (recall that Join(�) = �ABC × �DEF). Our goal is to prove that, with a positive
probability, � satisies two conditions simultaneously:

• C2.2-1: �DEF has at most 2� tuples;
• C2.2-2: OPTCP (�, 8�) ≤ 2 · (8�)3/�.

The positive probability assures us that a boat join � fulilling the two conditions deinitely exists. Condition
C.2.2-1 implies that� has an input sizeΘ(�) and an output sizeΘ(�2). It thus follows that� has all the properties
promised at the beginning of this subsection.

The satisfaction probability of C.2.2-1 is easy to analyze: as each tuple in dom(A) × dom(B) × dom(C)
belongs to �REF independently with probability 1/�, a simple application of Chernof bound (42) in Appendix A
(supplying � = 1) shows that the probability for |�DEF | to be over twice its expectation E[|�DEF |] = � is at most
exp(−Ω(E[|�DEF |])) = exp(−Ω(�)), which is less than 1/4 for suiciently large �. The following discussion will
focus on Condition C.2.2-2.

We refer to {�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
} as a legal CP-form selection if, for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF}, the relation �′� (i)

is a subset of �� , and (ii) is in the CP-form, and (iii) contains at most 8� tuples. The next lemma ofers a bound on
the number of such selections.

Lemma 4. The number of legal CP-form selections cannot exceed 2� (�
2/3 ) , regardless the value of �.

Proof. �′
AD
, which is in the CP-form, equals �A (�′AD) ×�D (�′AD). There are 2�

1/3
ways to choose �A (�′AD) and 2�

2/3

ways to choose �D (�′AD), because they are subsets of dom(A) and dom(D), respectively. Hence, the number of

possible choices for �′
AD

cannot exceed 2�
1/3+�2/3

= 2� (�
2/3 ) . The same bound also applies to �′

BE
and �′

CF
. Regarding

�′
ABC

, the number of choices is 2� (�
1/3 ) because dom(A), dom(B), and dom(C) all have a size of �1/3. Therefore,

the number of legal CP-form selections is at most (2� (�2/3 ) )3 · 2� (�1/3 ) = 2� (�
2/3 ) . □

In the LJM-CP(8�) problem deined by a boat join � , each local join is formed by a legal CP-form selection
and together with the relation �DEF ∈ � . The value OPTCP (�, 8�) is the maximum size of all those local joins. We
thus have:

Pr[OPTCP (�, 8�) > 2 · (8�)3/�]
(note: the probability is over the distribution of �)

= Pr[∃ one legal CP-form selection {�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
} s.t. |Join({�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > 2 · (8�)3/�]

(note: the probability is over the distribution of �DEF)
≤

︁

legal CP-form selection {�′
ABC
,�′

AD
,�′

BE
,�′

CF
}
Pr[|Join({�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > 2 · (8�)3/�] (5)

(note: the probability is over the distribution of �DEF).

The lemma below bounds the probability in (5).
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Lemma 5. Pr[|Join({�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > 2 · (8�)3/�] ≤ exp(−Ω( �2

�
)), for any legal CP-form selection

{�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
}.

Proof. Let us examine the result of �′
ABC

⊲⊳ �′
AD

⊲⊳ �′
BE

⊲⊳ �′
CF

irst. As �′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
are all in the

CP-form, every tuple � ∈ �D (�′AD) × �E (�′BE) × �F (�′CF) corresponds to exactly the same number Ð which we
denote as � Ð of tuples � ∈ �′

ABC
⊲⊳ �′

AD
⊲⊳ �′

BE
⊲⊳ �′

CF
, where the term łcorresponds tož means � = � [DEF]. To see

this, consider another tuple �′ ∈ �D (�′AD) × �E (�′BE) × �F (�′CF). Construct a tuple �′ such that �′ [ABC] = � [ABC]
and �′ [DEF] = �′. It is rudimentary to verify that �′ must be a result tuple of �′

ABC
⊲⊳ �′

AD
⊲⊳ �′

BE
⊲⊳ �′

CF
.

Next, we give two crucial inequalities on �. For this purpose, ix any tuple � ∈ �D (�′AD) × �E (�′BE) × �F (�′CF),
and consider the tuples � ∈ �′

ABC
⊲⊳ �′

AD
⊲⊳ �′

BE
⊲⊳ �′

CF
that � corresponds to.

• As any such � must satisfy � (A) ∈ �A (�′ABC), � (B) ∈ �B (�′ABC), and � (C) ∈ �C (�′ABC), we have:
� ≤ |�A (�′ABC) | |�B (�′ABC) | |�C (�′ABC) | = |�′ABC | ≤ 8�. (6)

• As such a tuple � must satisfy � (A) ∈ �A (�′AB), � (B) ∈ �B (�′BD), and � (C) ∈ �C (�′CE), the value � cannot
exceed |�A (�′AD) | |�B (�′BE) | |�C (�′CF) |. Equiped with this fact, we obtain:

� · |�D (�′AD) × �E (�′BE) × �F (�′CF) | = � · |�D (�′AD) | |�E (�′BE) | |�F (�′CF) |
≤ |�A (�′AD) | |�B (�′BE) | |�C (�′CF) | |�D (�′AD) | |�E (�′BE) | |�F (�′CF) |
= |�′

AD
| |�′

BE
| |�′

CF
| ≤ (8�)3. (7)

Now, generate�DEF (by including each tuple of dom(D)×dom(E)×dom(F) with probability 1/� independently)
and consider the local join {�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}. For each tuple � ∈ �D (�′AD) × �E (�′BE) × �F (�′CF), if � appears

in �DEF, then � corresponds to exactly � tuples in Join({�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}); otherwise, it corresponds to

none. Therefore:

|Join({�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | =

︁

�∈�D (�′AD )×�E (�′BE )×�F (�′CF )
� · ✶�∈�DEF = � · � (8)

where

� =

︁

�∈�D (�′AD )×�E (�′BE )×�F (�′CF )
✶�∈�DEF

and ✶�∈�DEF is an indicator random variable that equals 1 if � ∈ �DEF or, 0 otherwise. All such indictor variables
are mutually independent and Pr[✶�∈�DEF = 1] = 1/� for every �. Thus, E[�] = |�D (�′AD) × �E (�′BE) × �F (�′CF) |/�,
which, together with (7), yields � · E[�] ≤ (8�)3/�.

From here, we will proceed diferently depending on how large E[�] is. Consider irst the case where E[�] ≥
(8�)2/�. Applying Chernof bound (42) with � = 1, we know that the probability for � to exceed 2 · E[�] is at most
exp(−Ω(E[�])) = exp(−Ω(�2/�)). It thus follows from (8) that Pr[|Join({�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > 2 · � · E[�]]

is at most exp(−Ω(�2/�)), and hence, Pr[|Join({�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > 2 · (8�)3/�] ≤ exp(−Ω(�2/�)).

It remains to discuss the case where E[�] < (8�)2/�. Set � =
2· (8�)2/�

E[� ] . Appling Chernof bound (43) with this

� , we know that the probability for � to exceed � · E[�] = 2 · (8�)2/� is exp(−Ω(� · E[�])) = exp(−Ω(�2/�)). It
thus follows from (8) that Pr[|Join({�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > � · 2 · (8�)2/�] is at most exp(−Ω(�2/�)). Since

� ≤ 8� (see (6)), we conclude that Pr[|Join({�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}) | > 2 · (8�)3/�] ≤ exp(−Ω(�2/�)). □

We can now combine (5) with Lemmas 4 and 5 to derive:

Pr[OPTCP (�, 8�) > (8�)3/�] ≤ 2� (�
2/3 ) · exp(−Ω(�2/�)) = exp(� (�2/3) − Ω(�2/�)) (9)
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which is at most 1/4 as long as

�2

�
> �0 · �2/3 ⇔ � >

√
�0 · �5/6

for some suiciently large constant �0 > 0. We can now ix the constant �′ in Lemma 2 to
√
�0.

In conclusion, we have shown that, with probability at least 1− (1/4) − (1/4) = 1/2, a boat join� we generated
at the beginning of the subsection satisies both conditions C2.2-1 and C2.2-2.

2.3 Proof of Lemma 3

This subsection is devoted to proving Lemma 3. Recall that, in the context of this lemma, we concentrate on one
(arbitrarily) given boat join � ∈ Qboat (in other words, �DEF has been ixed). Let �∗

ABC
, �∗

AD
, �∗

BE
, and �∗

CF
constitute

an optimal solution to LJM(�), i.e., OPT(�, �) equals the output size of the local join {�∗
ABC
, �∗

AD
, �∗

BE
, �∗

CF
, �DEF}.

We will construct �′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
such that

• all of them are in the CP-form and have at most 8� tuples each;
• the join {�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} has size at least 1

128 · OPT(�, �).
This will then establish Lemma 3.

Our conversion starts by setting �′� = �
∗
� for each � ∈ {AD, BE, CF, ABC} and proceeds by converting Ð in this

order Ð �′
AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, and �′

ABC
to the CP-form incrementally. After turning each of �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
into the CP-form,

the output size of the join {�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} can decrease by a factor at most 4, while the size of �′� at most

doubles for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF}. The last conversion (on �′
ABC

) can reduce the join output size by another
factor of 2, but will not increase the size of any relation further.

Conversion of �′
AD
. At this moment, �′� = �

∗
� for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF} and, hence, |�′� | ≤ �. We will produce

two new relations �′′��� and �′′�� such that

• �′′�� is in the CP-form (but �′′��� may not);
• each of �′′��� and �′′�� has at most 2� tuples;
• the output size of the join {�′′

ABC
, �′′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is at least 1/4 of that of the join {�′ABC, �′AD, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF}.

The conversion will then inish by replacing �′
ABC

and �′
AD

with �′′
ABC

and �′′
AD
.

Our strategy for generating �′′
ABC

and �′′
AD

involves three steps:

• First, obtain a łgoodž subset �BC ⊆ dom(B) × dom(C), and a łgoodž subset �D ⊆ dom(�). The reader can
regard �BC as a relation over {B, C} and �D as a relation over {D}.
• Second, choose a subset �A ⊆ dom(A), which can be regarded as a relation over {A}.
• Third, create �′′

ABC
= �A × �BC and �′′AD = �A × �D.

Given a value � ∈ A, we denote by {�} the special łsingletonž relation that contains only one tuple with value �
on attribute A. Regardless of �BC, �D, and �A, it always holds that

���Join
(
{�′′

ABC
, �′′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

) ���

(namely, output size of the join {�′′
ABC
, �′′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF})

=

︁

�∈�A

���Join
(
{{�} × �BC, {�} × �D, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF}

) ���

= |�A | ·
���Join

(
{{1} × �BC, {1} × �D, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF}

) ��� (10)
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where the term ł{1}ž in (10) refers to the relation {�} with � = 1 ∈ dom(A). The equality in (10) holds because,
once �BC and �D are ixed, the output size of the join {{�} × �BC, {�} × �D, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF} is identical for any
� ∈ dom(A).

Motivated by (10), we consider the following reined variant of LJM:

Local-Join Maximization by Choosing BC and D: Fix an arbitrary integer � ≥ 1. Choose
�BC ⊆ dom(B) × dom(C) and �D ⊆ dom(�) to maximize the size of the local join {{1} × �BC, {1} ×
�D, �

′
BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} subject to the constraint |�BC | + |�D | ≤ � . We will represent the above problem as

LJM-choose-BC-D(�).
Deine

Δ(�) = the maximum output size of all possible local joins in the problem LJM-choose-BC-D(�). (11)

How to compute Δ(�) precisely is of no relevance to us; what matters, instead, is that Δ(�) exists and is monoton-
ically increasing. Deine

�∗ = argmax

� ∈
[

2�

� 1/3 ,2�
]
Δ(�)
�
. (12)

Note, importantly, that �∗ is selected from the range [ 2�
� 1/3 , 2�]. We are now ready to explain how to generate �BC,

�D, and �A for computing �′′
ABC

and �′′
AD
:

• Set �BC and �D as in an optimal solution to the LJM-choose-BC-D(�∗) problem, i.e., the join {{1} × �BC, {1} ×
�D, �

′
BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} has size Δ(�∗);

• Set �A = {1, 2, ..., ⌊2�/�∗⌋}.
This ensures

|�′′
ABC
| + |�′′

AD
| = |�A | · ( |�BC | + |�D |) ≤ ⌊2�/�∗⌋ · �∗ ≤ 2�.

Hence, each of �′′
ABC

and �′′
AD

has at most 2� tuples, as desired. Next, we prove that the join {�′′
ABC
, �′′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

has a suiciently large result.

Lemma 6. The output size of the join {�′′
ABC
, �′′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is at least 1/4 of that of {�′ABC, �′AD, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF}.

Proof. For any � ∈ dom(A), denote by �′
ABC
(�) the set of tuples � ∈ �′

ABC
with � (�) = �, and similarly by

�′
AD
(�) the set of tuples � ∈ �′

AD
with � (�) = �. Deine

�� = |�′ABC (�) | + |�′AD (�) |.
It holds that

∑
�∈dom(A) �� ≤ 2� (because �′

ABC
and �′

AD
have � tuples each). We say that � is dominated if

Δ(��)/�� ≤ Δ(�∗)/�∗, or undominated otherwise; functionΔ(.) and value �∗ are deined in (11) and (12), respectively.
Because �∗ is from the range [ 2�

� 1/3 , 2�], an undominated value � must satisfy �� <
2�
� 1/3 .

For any � ∈ dom(A), �BC (�′ABC (�)) and �D (�′AD (�)) are permissible choices for �BC and �D, respectively, under
LJM-choose-BC-D(��). Hence:���Join

(
{�′

ABC
(�), �′

AD
(�), �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

) ��� =

���Join
(
{{1} × �BC (�′ABC (�)), {1} × �D (�′AD (�)), �′BE, �′CF, �DEF}

) ���

≤ Δ(��).
Therefore: ���Join

(
{�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

) ��� =

︁

�∈dom(A)

���Join
(
{�′

ABC
(�), �′

AD
(�), �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

) ���
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≤
︁

�∈dom(A)
Δ(��). (13)

Regarding the dominated values in dom(A), we have:
︁

dominated �∈dom(A)
Δ(��) =

︁

dominated �∈dom(A)
�� ·

Δ(��)
��
≤

︁

dominated �∈dom(A)
�� ·

Δ(�∗)
�∗

=
Δ(�∗)
�∗

︁

dominated �∈dom(A)
�� ≤

Δ(�∗)
�∗
· 2�. (14)

Regarding the undominated values in dom(A), we have:
︁

undominated �∈dom(A)
Δ(��) ≤

︁

undominated �∈dom(A)
Δ

(
2�

� 1/3

)

(as Δ(.) is monotonically increasing and �� < 2�/� 1/3)

≤ |dom(A) | · Δ
(
2�

� 1/3

)
= � 1/3 · Δ

(
2�

� 1/3

)

= 2� · Δ(2�/�
1/3)

2�/� 1/3 ≤ Δ(�∗)
�∗
· 2�. (15)

It follows from (13), (14), and (15) that the output size of the join {�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is at most Δ(�∗ )

�∗ · 4�.
On the other hand, the size of �A selected by our strategy is ⌊2�/�∗⌋ ≥ �/�∗. By (10) and the deinition of �∗, the

output size of the join {�′′
ABC
, �′′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is at least Δ(�∗) · �/�∗. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. □

Conversion of �′
BE
. At this moment, |�′� | ≤ 2� for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF}. We aim to produce two new

relations �′′��� and �′′�� such that (i) �′′�� is in the CP-form (but �′′��� may not), (ii) each of �′′��� and �′′�� has
at most 4� tuples, and (iii) the output size of the join {�′′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is at least 1/4 of that of the join

{�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}. Due to symmetry, we can achieve the purpose by applying the same argument presented

earlier for �′
AD

and changing � to 2� (it would help to łrenamež A to B and D to E in applying the argument and
then restore the names afterwards). The conversion then inishes by replacing �′

ABC
and �′

BE
with �′′

ABC
and �′′

BE
.

Note that �′
AD

is not afected by this conversion and hence remains in the CP-form.

Conversion of �′
CF
. This should have become straightforward from the previous two conversions. �′

AD
and �′

BE

are not afected by this conversion and hence remain in the CP-form.

Conversion of �′
ABC

. At this moment, |�′� | ≤ 8� for each � ∈ {ABC, AD, BE, CF}. Furthermore, �′
AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
are

already in the CP-form. We will produce a new relation �′′��� such that

• �′′��� is in the CP-form and has at most 8� tuples;
• the output size of the join {�′′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is at least half of that of the join {�′ABC, �′AD, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF}.

After setting �′
ABC

to �′′
ABC

, we will have obtained the join {�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} needed to complete the proof

of Lemma 3; note that �′
AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
are not afected by this conversion.

Given a tuple � ∈ dom(A) × dom(B) × dom(C), we use {�} to denote the singleton relation with scheme ABC
containing only �. Given also a tuple � ∈ �DEF, we use � ◦ � to denote the tuple over scheme ABCDEF that takes
value � (� ) for every attribute � ∈ {A, B, C} and value � (� ) for every attribute � ∈ {D, E, F}. The lemma below
explains why we want to make sure that �′

AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
are already in the CP-form.
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Lemma 7. Suppose that �′
AD
, �′

BE
, and �′

CF
are in the CP-form. For any distinct tuples �, �′ ∈ �A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) ×

�C (�′CF), the output size of the join {{�}, �′AD, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF} is the same as the output size of the join {{�′}, �′
AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
,

�DEF}.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary tuple � ∈ �DEF. As �′AD, �′BE, and �′CF are in the CP-form, the tuple � ◦ � is in the
result of the join {{�}, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} if and only if � (D) ∈ �D (�′AD), � (E) ∈ �E (�′BE), and � (F) ∈ �F (�′CF). The

same sentence is also true if we replace � with �′. This completes the proof. □

We denote by �1 the output size of the join {{�}, �′AD, �′BE, �′CF, �DEF} for an arbitrary � ∈ �A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) ×
�C (�′CF). It follows from Lemma 7 that

���Join
(
{�′

ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}

) ��� = �1 · �2 . (16)

where

�2 = |�′
ABC
∩ (�A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) × �C (�′CF) |. (17)

Next, we will construct an �′′
ABC
⊆ �A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) × �C (�′CF) such that �′′

ABC
is in the CP-form and

�2/2 ≤ |�′′ABC | ≤ 8�. (18)

Since (by Lemma 7) the output size of the join {�′′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF} is �1 · |�′′ABC |, (16) and (18) together will

assure us that the aforementioned join size is at least half of that of the join {�′
ABC
, �′

AD
, �′

BE
, �′

CF
, �DEF}.

Henceforth, we consider �2 > 0 (otherwise, simply choose �′′
ABC

to be an empty solution). Deine

� ′
A

= �A (�′ABC ∩ (�A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) × �C (�′CF))
� ′
B

= �B (�′ABC ∩ (�A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) × �C (�′CF))
� ′
C

= �C (�′ABC ∩ (�A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) × �C (�′CF)) .
It must hold that |� ′

A
| |� ′

B
| |� ′

C
| ≥ �2 (otherwise, �′ABC ∩ (�A (�′AD) × �B (�′BE) × �C (�′CF) would have a size less than �2,

giving a contradiction).

We will choose subsets �A ⊆ � ′A, �B ⊆ � ′B, �C ⊆ � ′C, and then generate �′′
ABC

= �A × �B × �C. Speciically, we irst
set �A directly to � ′

A
. Let �B be the greatest integer in [1, |� ′B |] satisfying |� ′A | · �B ≤ 8�; note that if �B < |� ′B |, then

we must have |� ′
A
| · �B > 4�.5 Now, create �B by including �B arbitrary values in � ′

B
. Let �C be the greatest integer

in [1, |� ′
C
|] satisfying |� ′

A
| · �B · �C ≤ 8� (if �C < |� ′C |, then |� ′A | · �B · �C > 4�). Create �C by including �C arbitrary

values in � ′
C
.

|�′′
ABC
| has size |� ′

A
| · �B · �C ≤ 8�. For validating (18), it remains to explain why |�′′

ABC
| ≥ �2/2. This is obvious if

�B = |� ′
B
| and �C = |� ′

C
| (in this case, |�′′

ABC
| = |� ′

A
| |� ′

B
| |� ′

C
| ≥ �2). Otherwise, |� ′A | · �B · �C must be greater than 4�,

which is at least �2/2 because �2 ≤ |�′ABC | ≤ 8�. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.

3 CANONICAL EDGE COVERS FOR ACYCLIC HYPERGRAPHS

Since it is no longer feasible to process all cyclic joins with a load of �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ), our focus will shift to acyclic
joins, as deined in Section 1.1. In this section, we will concentrate solely on graph theory and introduce the
concept of łcanonical edge cover" for acyclic hypergraphs, along with several important properties. These
properties will then be leveraged in Sections 4 and 5 to design an MPC algorithm for evaluating any acyclic join
with a load of � (� /�1/�∗ ).

Our discussion throughout the section is based on:

5This is because otherwise |� ′
A
| · (�B + 1) , which is at most |� ′

A
| · (2�B ) , would be at most 8�, contradicting the deinition of �B.
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• an acyclic hypergraph � = (� , �) with |� | ≥ 2, and
• an edge tree � of � .

As � and � both contain łverticesž and łedgesž, for better clarity we will obey several conventions in our
presentation. A vertex in � will always be referred to as an attribute, while the term node is reserved for the
vertices in � . Furthermore, to avoid confusion with the edges in � , we will always refer to an edge in � as a link.

An edge � ∈ � is subsumed in � if it is a subset of another edge �′ ∈ �, i.e., � ⊆ �′. If an attribute � appears in
only one edge of �, it is an exclusive attribute; otherwise, � is non-exclusive. Unless otherwise stated, we allow
� to be an arbitrary acyclic hypergraph. This means that � can have two or more edges containing the same
set of attributes (nonetheless, they are still diferent edges) and may even have empty edges. We say that � is
non-empty if � ≠ ∅ and that � is reduced if � has no subsumed edges.

By rooting � at an arbitrary leaf, we can regard � as a rooted tree. Make all the links from parent to child; this
way, � becomes a directed acyclic graph. We say that the root of � is the highest node in � and, in general, a
node is higher (or lower) than any of its proper descendants (or ancestors). For any non-root node � , we denote its
parent node in � as parent (�).

Now that there are two views of � (i.e., undirected and directed), we will be careful with tree terminology. By
default, we will treat� as a directed tree. Accordingly, a leaf of� is a node with out-degree 0, a path is a sequence
of nodes where each node has a link pointing to the next node, and a subtree rooted at a node � is the directed
tree induced by the nodes reachable from � in � . Sometimes, we may revert back to the undirected view of � . In
that case, we use the term raw leaf for a leaf in the undirected � (a raw leaf can be a leaf or the root under the
directed view).

3.1 Canonical Edge Cover: Formulation and Basic Properties

For each attribute � ∈ � , we deine the summit of � as the highest node in � containing � . If node � is the
summit of � , we call � a disappearing attribute in � . By acyclicity’s connectedness requirement (Section 1.1), �
can appear only in the subtree rooted at � and hence łdisappearsž as soon as we leave the subtree.

Example 3.1. Let� = (� , �) be the hypergraph in Example 1.1 whose (rooted) edge tree � is shown in Figure 1.
The summit of C is node CEJ; thus, C is a disappearing attribute of CEJ. Node EHJ is the summit of E and J; thus,
both E and J are disappearing attributes of EHJ. □

We say that a subset � ⊆ � covers an attribute � ∈ � if � has an edge containing � . Recall (from Section 1.3)
that an optimal edge cover of � is the smallest � covering every attribute in � . Optimal edge covers are not
unique; some are of particular importance to us, and we will identify them as łcanonicalž. Towards a procedural
deinition, consider the following algorithm:

edge-cover (� ) /* � is rooted */

1. �tmp ← ∅
2. obtain a reverse topological order �1, �2, ..., � |� | of the nodes (a.k.a., edges) in �
3. for � ← 1 to |� | do
4. if �� has a disappearing attribute not covered by �tmp then add �� to �tmp

5. return �tmp

As proved shortly, the output of edge-cover is uniquely determined by � , regardless of the reverse topological
order used at Line 2. This permits us to deine the canonical edge cover (CEC) of � induced by � to be the output
of edge-cover.
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Example 3.2. We now continue the discussion in Example 3.1 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree� ). Consider the reverse
topological order of � :

ABC, BD, BO, BCE, EFG, CEF, CEJ, HI, EHJ, LM, KL, HK, HN.

When processing ABC, algorithm edge-cover adds it to �tmp because ABC has a disappearing attribute A and yet
�tmp = ∅. When processing BCE, �tmp = {ABC, BD, BO}. BCE has a disappearing attribute B, which, however, has been
covered by �tmp. Thus, B is not added to �tmp. If F is the inal �tmp returned by the algorithm, then

F = {ABC, BD, BO, EFG, HI, LM, EHJ, HK, HN}
which is the CEC of � induced by � . The edges in F are circled in Figure 1. □

The lemma below gives three properties of edge-cover that pave the foundation of all the development in the
subsequent sections.

Lemma 8. All the following statements are true about the edge-cover algorithm.

(1) Its output Ð denoted as F Ð is an edge cover of� containing �∗ edges, where �∗ is the fractional edge covering
number of � .

(2) The output is always the same, no matter which reverse topological order is deployed at Line 2.
(3) If � is reduced, F includes all the raw leaves of � .

Proof. It is easy to see that F is an edge cover of � . Each attribute � ∈ � is a disappearing attribute of some
edge � ∈ �. When � is processed at Line 4 of edge-cover, either � is already covered or � itself will be added to
�tmp (which will then cover � ).

Next, we argue that F has exactly �∗ edges. Let� be an arbitrary optimal fractional edge covering of � . As
edge-cover runs, we will gradually construct a function� ′ : � → R such that

• C3.2-1:
∑
�∈��

′ (�) ≤ ∑
�∈�� (�);

• C3.2-2: at the end of edge-cover, for each edge � ∈ �,� ′ (�) ≥ 1 if � ∈ F or 0 otherwise.

The two conditions imply that |F | ≤ ∑
�∈��

′ (�) ≤ ∑
�∈�� (�) = �∗. Conversely, |F | ≥ �∗ obviously holds by

deinition of �∗. It will then follow that |F | = �∗.
Our modiication is carried out as follows. Before running edge-cover, we initialize� ′ by equating it directly

to� . Then, run edge-cover. Whenever Line 4 decides not to add the current edge �� to �tmp, we

• (if �� is the root of � ) set� ′ (�� ) to 0;
• (otherwise) increase� ′ (parent (�� )) by� ′ (�� ) and then set� ′ (�� ) to 0 (efectively, �� passes its weight
under� ′ to its parent).

The modiication clearly satisies ConditionC3.2-1. To explain why it also satisiesC3.2-2, consider what happens
when Line 4 decides to include the current edge �� to �tmp. We argue that� ′ (�� ) must be at least 1 at this moment.
Let � be any disappearing attribute of �� that had not been covered by �tmp prior to executing Line 4 (� must
exist because �� has entered �tmp). Denote by � the set of edges in � containing � . The entire � must be in the
subtree of �� (as � is disappearing at �� ). Due to the connectedness requirement, for every node (a.k.a., edge)
� ∈ � , the whole path from �� to � must also be in � . Note also that, before processing �� , Line 4 must have already
processed all the other nodes in � (due to the reverse topological order at Line 2), yet none of them had been
added to �tmp (otherwise � would have been covered by �tmp before Line 4 processed �� ). Under our modiication
strategy, if a node escapes being included into �tmp, it passes its weight under�

′ to its parent. Hence, when Line
4 encountered �� ,�

′ (�� ) must have accumulated the weight� (�) (note: it is� here, not� ′) of every edge � ∈ � .
Thus,� ′ (�� ) is at least

∑
�∈�� (�), which in turn must be at least 1 because the original� is a fractional edge

covering. This proves that our modiication satisies C3.2-2 and, hence, statement (i).
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We now proceed to prove statement (ii). For any node � in � , whether � is added to �tmp is determined by
which of the proper descendants of � are included into �tmp. Line 4 processes all those descendants before �
(due to the reverse topological order). The observation gives rise to an inductive argument. First, if � is a leaf, �
enters �tmp if and only if it has a disappearing attribute (which must be exclusive), independently of the reverse
topological order used. For a non-leaf node � , inductively, once we have decided whether �′ should be added to
�tmp for every proper descendent �′ of � , whether � will enter �tmp has also been decided. We thus conclude that
the reverse topological order has no inluence on the output.

To prove statement (iii), consider any raw leaf � of� . If � is not the root of� , it must have an attribute � absent
from parent (�) (otherwise, � is subsumed by its parent and � is not reduced). Similarly, if � is the root of � , it
must have an attribute � absent from its child (there is only one child because � is a raw leaf). In both cases, the
attribute � is exclusive at � and will force edge-cover to add � to �tmp. □

As a remark, Lemma 8 implies that any acyclic hypergraph � has an integral optimal fractional edge covering
that maps every edge of � to either 0 or 1.

3.2 Signature Paths, Clusterings, �-Groups, Anchor Leaves, and Anchor Atributes

Suppose that we have already computed the CEC F of� = (� , �) induced by an edge tree� of� . This subsection
will introduce several concepts derived from F that are important to our analysis.

Whenever F includes the root of� , we can deine a signature path Ð denoted as sigpath(� ,� ) Ð for each node
� ∈ F . Speciically, sigpath(� ,� ) is a set of nodes obtained as follows.

• If � is the root of � , sigpath(� ,� ) = {� }.
• Otherwise, let �̂ be the lowest node in F that is a proper ancestor of � . Then, sigpath(� ,� ) is the set of
nodes on the path from �̂ to � , except �̂ .

Example 3.3. Consider the set F = {ABC, BD, BO, EFG, HI, LM, EHJ, HK, HN} obtained in Example 3.2 (see Figure 1

for the edge tree � ). If � = ABC, then �̂ = EHJ; and the signature path of � is {ABC, BCE, CEJ}. If � = HN, then the

signature path of � is {HN} ( �̂ is not deined). □

The concepts to be deined in the remainder of this subsection apply only if � is reduced. When � is reduced,
F contains the root and all the leaves of � (Lemma 8). In this case, we deine the � -clustering of � as

C = {sigpath(� ,� ) | � ∈ F }. (19)

For each � ∈ F , we will refer to sigpath(� ,� ) as a cluster of C. Note that every node of � (or equivalently, every
edge of �) belongs to at least one Ð but possibly more than one Ð cluster. If � is not the root of � , we call
sigpath(� ,� ) a non-root cluster. Given an integer � ≥ 1, we deine a �-group of C to be a collection of � edges,
each taken from a distinct cluster in � .

Example 3.4. In Example 3.2 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled edges constitute the CEC F ), the
� -clustering of � is

C = {{BO, BCE, CEJ}, {ABC, BCE, CEJ}, {BD, BCE, CEJ}, {EFG, CEF, CEJ}, {HI}, {EHJ}, {LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}.
All the clusters except {HN} in C are non-root clusters. A 3-group example is {ABC, BD, EFG}. In general, the edges
in a �-group do not need to be distinct. For example, {CEJ, CEJ, CEJ} is also a 3-group: the irst CEJ is taken from
the cluster {ABC, BCE, CEJ}, the second from {BD, BCE, CEJ}, and the third from {EFG, CEF, CEJ}. For a non-example,
{ABC, LM, KL} is not a 3-group. □
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Let �anc be a leaf node in F , and �̂ be the lowest proper ancestor of �anc in F . We call �anc an anchor leaf of � if

• �̂ has no non-leaf proper descendant in F , and
• �anc has an attribute �anc such that

– �anc ∉ �̂ ;
– �anc ∈ � for every node � ∈ sigpath(�anc,� ).

We call �anc an anchor attribute of �anc. The above deinition does not apply to the case where �̂ = nil (i.e., �
has only a single node, which is �anc); in that special case, we deine the anchor leaf of � to be �anc and call any
attribute in �anc an anchor attribute.

Lemma 9. If � is non-empty and reduced, F always contains an anchor leaf of � .

Proof. We discuss only the case where �anc ≠ nil (the opposite case is trivial). Identify an arbitrary non-leaf
node � ∈ F with the property that no other non-leaf node in F is lower than � . The existence of � is guaranteed
because F includes the root of� . Consider any child node � of � in� . Since� is reduced, � must have an attribute
�anc that does not appear in � . Let �anc be any node in F that contains �anc. By the connectedness requirement
of acyclicity, �anc must be in the subtree of � rooted at � and, therefore, must be a leaf (by deinition of � ). We
argue that �anc is an anchor leaf of � . The signature path of �anc includes all the nodes on the path from � to �anc.
Because �anc ∈ � and �anc ∈ �anc, �anc must appear in all the nodes on the path (due to connectedness) and is
thus an anchor attribute of �anc. □

Example 3.5. In Example 3.4 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled edges constitute the CEC F ), we
have obtained the� -clustering C = {{BO, BCE, CEJ}, {ABC, BCE, CEJ}, {BD, BCE, CEJ}, {EFG, CEF, CEJ}, {HI}, {EHJ},
{LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}. ABC is an anchor leaf of � with an anchor attribute C. HI is another anchor leaf with an
anchor attribute I. For a non-example, BD is not an anchor leaf because it does not have an attribute that exists in all
the nodes in sigpath(BD,� ) = {BD, BCE, CEJ}. Furthermore, LM is not an anchor leaf because HK, the lowest proper
ancestor of LM in F , has a non-leaf proper descendant in F (i.e., EHJ). □

3.3 CEC Properties ater Removing an Anchor Atribute

This subsection assumes that the input hypergraph � = (� , �) is reduced. As before, let � be an edge tree of �
and F be the CEC induced by � . Identify an arbitrary anchor leaf �anc of � and an arbitrary anchor attribute �anc

of �anc. As will be clear in Section 4, in join evaluation, we will need to simplify � by removing �anc. CEC has
several interesting properties under such simpliication as discussed next.

3.3.1 Residual Hypergraph and Its CEC. Removing �anc from � produces a residual hypergraph � ′ = (� ′, �′)
where

• � ′ = � \ {�anc}, and
• �′ is produced by including, for every � ∈ �, an edge map(�) = � \ {�anc}.

Deine map−1 as the inverse function of map, namely, for each �′ ∈ �′, map−1 (�′) is the unique edge � ∈ �
satisfying �′ = map(�). The functions map and map−1 capture the one-one correspondence between � and �′.

Denote by � ′ the edge tree of � ′ obtained by discarding �anc from every node in � . The next lemma, whose
proof can be found in Appendix B, shows that the CEC of � ′ induced by � ′ can be derived directly from F .
Lemma 10. If � is reduced, the CEC of � ′ induced by � ′ is

F ′ =

{
F \ {�anc} if map(�anc) is subsumed in � ′

{map(� ) | � ∈ F } otherwise
(20)

Furthermore, if an edge �′ ∈ �′ is subsumed, then �′ ∉ F ′.
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(a) � ′ and F ′ after removing attribute C (b) � ′ and F ′ after removing attribute I

Fig. 3. Residual hypergraphs

Example 3.6. Continuing on Example 3.5 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled edges constitute F ),
suppose that we choose �anc = ABC and eliminate �anc = C from the tree � . Figure 3a illustrates the edge tree � ′

obtained, where the circled nodes constitute the set F ′. Similarly, if we choose �anc = HI with �anc = I, then � ′ and
F ′ are as illustrated in Figure 3b. □

3.3.2 Cleansing the Residual Graph and Preserving the CEC. Even though � is reduced, the residual hypergraph
� ′ may contain subsumed edges. Next, we describe a cleansing procedure which converts � ′ into a reduced
hypergraph �∗ = (� ′, �∗) (note that �∗ has the same vertices as � ′) and converts � ′ into an edge tree � ∗ of �∗.

cleanse (� ′,� ′)
1. if map(�anc) is subsumed in � ′ then
2. �∗ ← the hypergraph obtained by removing edge map(�anc) from � ′,

� ∗ ← the tree obtained by removing the leaf map(�anc) from � ′

3. return �∗ and � ∗

/* the following assumes that map(�anc) not subsumed */

4. �∗ ← � ′,� ∗ ← � ′

5. while �∗ has edges �small and �big s.t. �small ⊆ �big and they are connected by a link in � ∗ do
6. remove �small from �∗ and � ∗ /* by Lemma 10, �small cannot belong to F ′ */
7. if �big was the parent of �small in �

∗ then
8. make �big the new parent for all the child nodes of �small; see Figure 4a

else

9. make �big the new parent for the child nodes of �small, and
make �big a child of the (original) parent of �small in �

∗; see Figure 4b
10. return �∗ and � ∗

At the end of cleansing, we always set F ∗ = F ′ directly. An important property of cleansing is that it does not
afect the CEC, as formally stated below.

Lemma 11. After cleansing, F ∗ is the CEC of �∗ induced by � ∗.

The proof of the lemma can be found in Appendix C.

Example 3.7. In Example 3.6, the residual hypergraph � ′ in Figure 3a has two subsumed edges EJ and EF, each
removed by an iteration of cleanse. Suppose that the irst iteration sets �small = EJ and �big = EHJ (this is a case of
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Fig. 4. Two cases of cleansing
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Fig. 5. Changes to � ∗ during cleansing

Figure 4a). Figure 5a illustrates the � ∗ after removing EJ. The next iteration sets �small = EF and �big = EFG (a case of
Figure 4b). Figure 5b illustrates the � ∗ after removing EF. In both Figure 5a and 5b, the circled nodes constitute the
CEC F ∗ of �∗ induced by � ∗. □

3.3.3 Preserving �-Groups. The next property concerns the hypergraph�∗ = (� ′, �∗) after cleansing the original
hypergraph � = (� , �). Recall that � ∗ and � are edge trees of �∗ and � , respectively. Before proceeding, the
reader should recall that every edge �∗ ∈ �∗ corresponds to a distinct edge map−1 (�∗) ∈ �.

Lemma 12. For any � ∈ [|F ∗ |], if {�∗1, ..., �∗� } is a �-group of the � ∗-clustering C∗ of �∗, then {map−1 (�∗1), ...,
map−1 (�∗

�
)} must be a �-group of the � -clustering C of � .

By deinition of �-group (see Section 3.2), �∗1, ..., �
∗
�
originate from � distinct clusters in C∗. The lemma essentially

promises � diferent clusters in C, each of which contains a distinct edge in {map−1 (�∗1), ...,map−1 (�∗
�
)}.

Example 3.8. Consider the� ∗ and F ∗ illustrated in Figure 5b. The� ∗-clustering of�∗ is C∗ = {{BO, BE}, {AB, BE},
{BD, BE}, {EFG}, {EHJ}, {HI}, {LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}. Because {BE, EFG, KL} is a 3-group of C∗, Lemma 12 asserts that
{map−1 (BE), map−1 (EFG), map−1 (KL)} = {BCE, EFG, KL} must be a 3-group of the � -clustering of � in Example 3.4
(see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled edges constitute F ). □

3.4 CEC Properties ater Removing a Signature Path

This subsection will discuss another simpliication needed in join evaluation. As before, we have a hypergraph
� = (� , �), and denote by � an edge tree of� and by F the CEC of � induced by � . Identify an arbitrary anchor
leaf �anc of� and an arbitrary anchor attribute�anc of �anc. The simpliication deletes all the edges in the signature
path sigpath(�anc,� ) from � . Next, we discuss the properties of CEC under such simpliication.
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Fig. 6. Residual hypergraphs ater removing a signature path

3.4.1 Residual Hypergraphs and Their CECs. Removing sigpath(�anc,� ) decomposes� into multiple components.
To explain, deine

� = {node � in � | � ∉ sigpath(�anc,� ) and parent (�) ∈ sigpath(�anc,� )}. (21)

For each � ∈ � , deine a rooted tree � ∗� as follows:

• The root of � ∗� is the parent of � in � .
• The root of � ∗� has only one child in � ∗� , which is �.
• The subtree rooted at � in � ∗� is the same as the subtree rooted at � in � .

Separately, deine � ∗ as the rooted tree obtained by removing from � the subtree rooted at the highest node in
sigpath(�anc,� ).

From each � ∗� , generate a residual hypergraph �
∗
� = (� ∗� , �∗�) where:

• �∗� includes all and only the nodes (a.k.a., edges of �) in � ∗� ;
• � ∗� is the set of attributes appearing in at least one edge in �∗� .

Likewise, from � ∗, generate a residual hypergraph �∗ = (� ∗, �∗) where
• �∗ includes all and only the nodes in � ∗;
• � ∗ is the set of attributes appearing in at least one edge in �∗.

Because � is reduced, so must be all the residual hypergraphs. For each � ∈ � , � ∗� is an edge tree of �∗� ; similarly,

� ∗ is an edge tree of �∗.

Example 3.9. In Example 3.5 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree� , where the circled edges constitute F ), suppose that we
choose �anc = ABC, whose signature path is sigpath(�anc,� ) = {ABC, BCE, CEJ}; see Figure 6a. Then, � = {BO, BD, CEF}.
Figures 6b, 6c, and 6d illustrate � ∗� for � = CEF, BO, and BD, respectively, while Figure 6e gives � ∗. □

Recall that F is the CEC of � induced by � . The next lemma shows that the CECs of the residual hypergraphs
can be derived from F efortlessly.

Lemma 13. For each node � ∈ � , the CEC of �∗� induced by �
∗
� is

F ∗� = {parent of �} ∪ (F ∩ �∗�). (22)

The CEC of �∗ induced by � ∗ is

F ∗ = F ∩ �∗ . (23)
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⇒ anchor leaf fanc of T

Join Q
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on Aanc (Section 4.2)

(Section 4.3)

Compute Qη recursively
using pη machines

(Section 4.4)

⇒ scheme graph G

Fig. 7. Overview of our MPC Algorithm in Section 4

The proof can be found in Appendix E.

Example 3.10. Continuing on Example 3.6, we have circled the nodes of F ∗� in Figure 6b, 6c, and 6d for � = CEF,

BO, and BD, respectively. Similarly, the circled nodes in Figure 6e constitute F ∗. □

3.4.2 Preserving �-Groups. We close the section with a property resembling Lemma 12. Deine a super-�-group
to be a set of edges � = {�1, �2, ..., �� } satisfying:
• each �� , � ∈ [�], is taken from either a cluster of the � ∗-clustering of �∗ or a non-root cluster6 of the
� ∗� -clustering of �

∗
� for some � ∈ � ;

• no two edges in � are taken from the same cluster.

Then, we have:

Lemma 14. Any super-�-group {�1, �2, ..., �� } must also be a �-group of the � -clustering of � .

The proof can be found in Appendix F.

Example 3.11. In Figure 6, the � ∗� -clusterings of �
∗
� for � = CEF, BO, and BD are C∗

CEF
= {{EFG, CEF}, {CEJ}},

C∗
BO

= {{BO}, {BCE}}, and �∗
BD

= {{BD}, {BCE}}, respectively, while the � ∗-clustering of �∗ is C∗ = {{HI}, {EHJ},
{HK}, {HN}, {LM, KL}}. A super-3-group example is {CEF, BO, KL}. Lemma 14 assures us that {CEF, BO, KL} must be
a 3-group in the � -clustering of � given in Example 3.4 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled edges
constitute F ). As non-examples, {CEJ, BO, KL} is not a super-3-group because CEJ does not come from a non-root
cluster of C∗

CEF
, and neither is {EFG, CEF, KL} because EFG and CEF must come from the same cluster of C∗

CEF
. □

4 AN MPC ALGORITHM FOR ACYCLIC QUERIES

The following sections will apply the theory of CECs to solve acyclic joins in the MPC model. Speciically, we
will describe a new algorithm in this section and present its analysis in Section 5. Figure 7 provides an overview
of our algorithm.

4.1 Fundamental Definitions

In this subsection, we will introduce several basic deinitions applicable to general acyclic queries. Consider an
acyclic query � whose schema graph is � = (� , �). Fix an arbitrary edge tree � of � and use the edge-cover
algorithm (in Section 3.1) to compute the CEC F of � induced by � . Let C be the � -clustering of � in (19).

6Namely, �� cannot be the root of�
∗
� .
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Recall that a �-group of C is a collection of � edges, each taken from a distinct cluster in C. Given a �-group �
of C, we deine

�-product of � =

∏

�∈�
|�� | (24)

where �� is the (only) relation in � with scheme � ; the �-product of � is simply the Cartesian-product size of all
the input relations corresponding to the edges in � . Given an integer � ∈ [|F |], we deine themax-(�,�)-product
of C as the largest �-product of all �-groups � , or formally:

�� (�, C) = max
�-group � of C

�-product of � . (25)

As the �-product of any �-group is at most �� where � is the input size of � , we always have �� (�, C) ≤ �� .
Finally, deine

�-induced load of C =
| C |
max
�=1

(
�� (�, C)

�

)1/�
(26)

where |C| is the number of clusters in C.
As �� (�, C) ≤ �� for any � ∈ [|C|], the �-induced load of C is at most � /�1/| C | . Another useful fact is

�1 (�, C) = Θ(� ) (which holds because � has a constant number of relations). This means that the �-induced
load of C is Ω(� /�).
Example 4.1. For an illustration, let us revisit Example 3.4 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled

edges constitute F ). In that example, we obtained the � -clustering C = {{BO, BCE, CEJ}, {ABC, BCE, CEJ}, {BD,
BCE, CEJ}, {EFG, CEF, CEJ}, {HI}, {EHJ}, {LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}. For the 3-group {ABC, BD, EFG}, its �-product is
|�ABC | · |�BD | · |�EFG |. As �� (�, C) ≤ �� for any � ≤ |C| = 9, the �-induced load of C is at most � /�1/9. □

4.2 Configurations

Henceforth, we ix � to be the acyclic query to be answered. Denote by� = (� , �) the schema graph of � . We
assume � to be reduced; otherwise, � can be converted in load � (� /�) to a query that has the same result but
with a reduced schema graph [14, 17]. We will also assume that � has at least two relations; otherwise, the query
is trivial and requires no communication.

Choose an arbitrary edge tree� of� and compute the CEC F of� induced by� . Deine C as the� -clustering of
� given in (19). Choose an arbitrary anchor leaf �anc of� and an arbitrary anchor attribute �anc of �anc; remember
that �anc appears in all the edges of sigpath(�anc,� ).
For each edge � ∈ �, let �� represent the relation in � whose scheme is � . Fix a value � ∈ dom. Given an

edge � ∈ sigpath(�anc,� ), we deine the �anc-frequency of � in �� as the number of tuples � ∈ �� such that
� (�anc) = � . Moreover, deine the signature-path �anc-frequency of � as the sum of its �anc-frequencies in the ��
of all � ∈ sigpath(�anc,� ).

Example 4.2. Continuing on Example 4.1 (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the circled edges constitute
F ), let us choose the anchor leaf �anc to be ABC, which has an anchor attribute �anc = C and the signature path
sigpath(ABC,� ) = {ABC, BCE, CEJ}. Fix a value � ∈ dom. The C-frequency of � in relation �ABC is the number of tuples
� ∈ �ABC satisfying � (C) = � . The signature-path C-frequency of � is the total number of tuples � in �ABC, �BCE, �CEJ
satisfying � (C) = � . □
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We will use � to represent the �-induced load of C deined in (26). Given a value � ∈ dom, we say that � is

• heavy, if its signature-path �anc-frequency is at least �;
• light, otherwise.

Divide dom into disjoint intervals such that either the entire dom is one interval or the light values in each
interval have a total signature-path �anc-frequency of Θ(�). We will refer to those intervals as the light intervals
of �anc.

A coniguration � is either a heavy value or a light interval of �anc. The number of conigurations, which is the
total number of heavy values and light intervals, is at most

︁

�

1 =
︁

�∈sigpath(�anc,� )
�

(
1 + |�� |

�

)
= �

(
1 + max

�∈sigpath(�anc,� )

|�� |
�

)
= �

(
1 + max-(1, �)-product of C

�

)
= � (�) (27)

where the second equality used the fact that sigpath(�anc,� ) has � (1) edges and the third equality applied the
deinition of the max-(�,�)-product of C in (25) and the deinition of �, i.e., the �-induced load of C in (26).

For each edge � ∈ �, deine a relation �(�, �) as follows:
• if � is a heavy value, �(�, �) includes all and only the tuples � ∈ �� satisfying � (�anc) = �;
• if � is a light interval, �(�, �) includes all and only the tuples � ∈ �� where � (�anc) is a light value in �.

Note that �(�, �) = �� if �anc ∉ � . We associate the coniguration with a query

�� = {�(�, �) | � ∈ �}.
Our objective is to compute Join(��) for all � in parallel. The inal result Join(�) is simply

⋃
� Join(��).

Note that �� has the same schema graph � as � . Recall that C is the � -clustering of � . The rest of the section
will explain how to solve Join(��) for an arbitrary � using

�� = Θ

(
1 + | C |max

�=1

�� (��, C)
��

)
(28)

machines, where �� (��, C) is the max-(�,��)-product of C. As will be proved in Section 5, we can adjust the
constants in (28) to make sure

∑
� �� ≤ � .

Example 4.3. To illustrate the above steps, we continue the discussion in Example 4.2. Recall that in this context
the schema graph of the query � has the edge set � = {ABC, BD, BO, EFG, BCE, CEF, CEJ, HI, LM, EHJ, KL, HK, HN}. The
edge tree � is shown in Figure 1, where the circled edges constitute F . We have chosen the anchor leaf �anc = ABC and
the anchor attribute �anc = C.

Suppose that dom is the integer domain. Let ℎ1, ℎ2, ..., ℎ� be the heavy values of attribute C, and let �1, �2, ..., �� Ð in
ascending order Ð be the light values of C that appear in at least one input relation of� . The set {ℎ1, ℎ2, ..., ℎ� , �1, �2, ..., ��}
is sometimes called the łactive domain" of C.

There are multiple approaches to create the desired light intervals. In the following, we describe one such approach.
The (disjoint) intervals we are creating will all have the form (�let, �right] and will be generated in ascending order of
�let (hence, also in ascending order of �right). To create the irst interval, we set �let = −∞ and scan �1, �2, ..., �� until
reaching the largest � satisfying the condition that the total signature-path C-frequency of �1, ..., �� does not exceed 2�.
If � = �, we set �right = ∞, in which case the interval covers the entire dom. Otherwise, set �right = �� , i.e., the irst
interval is (−∞, �� ], in which case the total signature-path C-frequency of �1, ..., �� must be at least �.

Iteratively, suppose that we have just obtained an interval ending at �� for some � ∈ [1, � − 1]. To create the next
interval, we set its �let = �� and scan ��+1, ��+2, ..., �� until reaching the largest � satisfying the condition that the
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total signature-path C-frequency of ��+1, ..., � � does not exceed 2�. If � = �, we set �right = ∞, in which case no more
intervals will be created. Otherwise, set �right = � � , i.e., the new interval is (�� , � � ], in which case the total signature-path
C-frequency of ��+1, ..., � � must be at least �.

There is a small issue with the above strategy: we may create more than one interval, but the last interval could
have a total signature-path C-frequency less than �. The issue can be easily ixed by simply merging the last two
intervals into one; the total signature-path C-frequency of the merged interval is at most 4�. It is rudimentary to
implement the above strategy under the MPC model in � (1) rounds with load � (� /�), which the reader can verify
to be � (�).

A coniguration � is either a heavy value of attribute C or a light interval obtained earlier. To illustrate�� , consider
irst that � takes a heavy value ℎ� for some � ∈ [�]. For the edge � = ABC, the relation �(�, �) Ð namely, �(ABC, ℎ� ) Ð
is the set of tuples � ∈ �ABC with � (C) = ℎ� . The relations �(BCE, ℎ� ), �(CEJ, ℎ� ), and �(CEF, ℎ� ) are deined similarly.
For any edge � ∈ {BD, BO, EFG, HI, LM, EHJ, KL, HK, HN}, the relation �(�, ℎ� ) is identical to �� because C ∉ � . The
query �� involves all the relations �(�, �) thus deined for all � ∈ �. Now, consider that � takes a light interval � .
For the edge � = ABC, the relation �(�, �) Ð namely, �(ABC, � ) Ð is the set of tuples � ∈ �ABC satisfying � (C) ∈ � .
The relations �(BCE, � ), �(CEJ, � ), and �(CEF, � ) are deined similarly. Again, for any edge � ∈ {BD, BO, EFG, HI, LM,
EHJ, KL, HK, HN}, the relation �(�, � ) is identical to �� . The query �� involves all the relations �(�, �) thus deined for
all � ∈ �. □

4.3 Solving �� When � is a Heavy Value

Remove �anc from � , and deine the residual hypergraph � ′ = (� ′, �′), as well as the functions map(.) and
map−1 (.), in the way explained in Section 3.3. We compute Join(��) in ive steps.

Step 1. Send the tuples of �(�, �), for all � ∈ �, to the �� allocated machines such that each machine receives

Θ( 1
��

∑
�∈� |�(�, �) |) tuples.

Step 2. For each � ∈ �, convert �(�, �) to �∗ (�′, �) where �′ = map(�) = � \ {�anc}. Speciically, �∗ (�′, �) is a
copy of �(�, �) but with �anc discarded, or formally:

�∗ (�′, �) = {� [�′] | tuple � ∈ �(�, �)}. (29)

Note that if �anc ∉ � , then �
∗ (�′, �) = �(�, �). No communication occurs as each machine simply discards �anc

from every tuple � ∈ �(�, �) in the local storage.

Step 3. Cleanse � ′ into �∗ = (� ′, �∗) by calling the cleanse algorithm in Section 3.3.1. Every time cleanse
performs an iteration in Lines 5-9 with edges �small and �big, we perform a semi-join between �∗ (�small, �) and
�∗ (�big, �). The semi-join removes every tuple � from �∗ (�big, �) with the property that � [�small] is absent from
�∗ (�small, �). �∗ (�small, �) is discarded after the semi-join.

Step 4. Deine a sub-query:

�∗� = {�∗(�∗, �) | �∗ ∈ �∗}

Note that �∗� involves one less attribute than � (because �anc no longer exists). Compute Join(�∗�) using ��
machines recursively.

Step 5. Output Join(��) by augmenting each tuple � ∈ Join(�∗�) with � (�anc) = �. No communication is
needed.
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Example 4.4. We will illustrate the above steps by continuing Example 4.2. Suppose that the coniguration � is a
heavy value ℎ of attribute C. In Example 4.2, we have explained how to obtain relation �(�, �) Ð namely, �(�, ℎ) Ð
for each � ∈ � (the content of � is listed at the beginning of Example 4.2). In Step 1, the relations {�(�, ℎ) | � ∈ �} are
sent to the �� machines allocated exclusively to � such that each machine receives roughly the same number of tuples.

In Step 2, each of the �� machines examines the tuples in its local storage. If a tuple � ∈ �(�, ℎ) is found, where
� ∈ {ABC, BCE, CEJ, CEF}, the machine removes the C-value of � to create a new tuple � = � [�′], where �′ = � \ {C}.
Generating all such � efectively creates the relation �∗ (�′, ℎ). For any � ∈ {BD, BO, EFG, HI, LM, EHJ, KL, HK, HN}, we
have �′ = � \ {C} = � , and �∗ (�′, ℎ) is simply �(�, ℎ).
Recall that the edge tree � of the query � is illustrated in Figure 1. After discarding attribute C, the edge tree

� ′ is transformed into the one depicted in Figure 3(a). In Step 3, the cleanse procedure irst removes edge EJ from
� ′, as shown in Figure 5(a), and then edge EF, as shown in Figure 5(b). As a result, Step 3 performs a semi-join
between �∗ (EJ, ℎ) and �∗(EHJ, ℎ), after which �∗ (EHJ, ℎ) can only shrink and �∗ (EJ, ℎ) is discarded. This is followed
by another semi-join between �∗ (EF, ℎ) and �∗ (EFG, ℎ), after which �∗ (EFG, ℎ) can only shrink and �∗ (EF, ℎ) is
discarded.

The sub-query�∗� Ð that is,�∗
ℎ
Ð now contains only relations �∗ (AB, ℎ), �∗ (BE, ℎ), �∗ (BO, ℎ), �∗ (BD, ℎ), �∗ (EHJ, ℎ),

�∗ (EFG, ℎ), �∗ (HI, ℎ), �∗ (LM, ℎ), �∗ (KL, ℎ), �∗ (HK, ℎ), and �∗ (HN, ℎ). Step 4 computes �∗
ℎ
using the �� allocated ma-

chines recursively. Finally, in Step 5, each tuple in the result of �∗
ℎ
is then augmented with the C-value ℎ to produce a

result tuple for �� . □

Tuple-Based Implementation. For the beneit of reader comprehension, we have deliberately presented our
algorithm in a way that aligns conceptually with the discussion in Section 3.3. However, this approach may
inadvertently lead to the misconception that our algorithm does not handle each tuple in the original relations of
� as atoms, as mandated by the class of tuple-based algorithms outlined in Section 1.1. Speciically, the confusion
lies in removing the attribute �anc in Step 2 and łconcatenatingž it back in Step 5.

Nevertheless, once the reader has grasped the underlying rationale, it is rudimentary to resolve the issue
by electing for a tuple-based implementation. First, it is important to remember that � is the sole value under
attribute �anc for the sub-query �� we are processing. As mentioned, for each edge � ∈ � containing �anc, Step 2
removes �anc from relation �(�, �) by generating the relation �∗ (�′, �) of (29), where �′ = � \ {�anc}. Speciically,
for each tuple � ∈ �(�, �), Step 2 adds the tuple � = � [�′] to �∗ (�′, �), efectively retaining all values of � except
� (�anc) = �. This gives rise to a sub-query devoid of attribute �anc. Steps 3-4 evaluate this sub-query by moving
tuples like � among the �� allocated machines. Each result tuple of the sub-query needs to be augmented with the
value � on attribute �anc before being returned (Step 5). To allow each machine to perform such augmentation
locally, we can broadcast � to all the �� allocated machines (this increases the load by only one). This way,
whenever � is communicated between two machines, we are in fact transmitting a pair (�, �), which is equivalent
to sending the tuple � itself as an atom. This, thus, yields a tuple-based implementation of our algorithm.

4.4 Solving �� When � is a Light Interval

Remove sigpath(�anc,� ) from � , and deine � , �∗� and �
∗
� for each � ∈ � , �∗, and � ∗ all in the way described in

Section 3.4. We compute Join(��) in four steps.

Step 1. Same as Step 1 of the algorithm in Section 4.3.

Step 2. For each � ∈ sigpath(�anc,� ), broadcast �(�, �) to all �� machines. By deinition of light interval, the
size of every such �(�, �) is at most �.
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Step 3. For each � ∈ � , deine for �∗� = (� ∗� , �∗�):
C∗� = the � ∗� -clustering of �

∗
�

�∗�,� = the join {�(�, �) | � ∈ �∗�}.

Similarly, deine for �∗ = (� ∗, �∗):
C∗ = the � ∗-clustering of �∗

�∗� = the join {�(�, �) | � ∈ �∗}.

Note that �∗� and the �∗�,� of each � ∈ � have at least one less relation than � due to the disappearance of �anc.

Next, we compute the Cartesian product
(
×�∈� Join(�∗�,�)

)
× Join(�∗�) (30)

using �� machines. For that purpose, deine for each � ∈ �

��,� = Θ

(
1 +

| C∗� |
max
�=1

�� (�∗�,�, C∗� )
��

)
(31)

where �� (�∗�,�, C∗� ) is the max-(�,�∗�,�)-product of the clustering C∗� . Similarly, deine

�� = Θ

(

1 + | C
∗ |

max
�=1

�� (�∗�, C∗)
��

)

(32)

where �� (�∗�, C∗) is the max-(�,�∗�)-product of the clustering C∗. We will prove later that Join(�∗�,�) of each
� ∈ � can be evaluated with load � (�) using ��,� machines, and Join(�∗�) can be evaluated with load � (�) using
�� machines. Therefore, applying the Cartesian product algorithm given in Lemma 4 of [17], we can compute
(30) with load � (�) using

�� ·
∏

�∈�
��,� (33)

machines. As proved in Section 5, we can adjust the constants in (31) and (32) to make sure that (33) is at most
the value �� given in (28).

Step 4. We combine the Cartesian product in (30) with the tuples broadcast in Step 2 to derive Join(��) with no
more communication. Speciically, for each tuple � in the Cartesian product, the machine where � resides outputs
{�} ⊲⊳

(
⊲⊳�∈sigpath(�anc,� ) �(�, �)

)
. It is easy to verify that all the tuples of Join(��) will be produced this way.

Example 4.5. Next, we illustrate the above steps by continuing Example 4.2. Suppose that the coniguration � is a
light interval � of attribute C. In Example 4.2, we have explained how to obtain relation �(�, �) Ð namely, �(�, � )
Ð for each � ∈ �. In Step 1, the relations {�(�, ℎ) | � ∈ �} are sent to the �� machines allocated exclusively to �
such that each machine receives roughly the same number of tuples. In Step 2, all the tuples in relations �(ABC, � ),
�(BCE, � ) and �(CEJ, � ) are broadcast to all the �� machines.

Recall that the edge tree � of the query � is illustrated in Figure 1. After discarding edges ABC, BCE, and CEJ, we
have � = {CEF, BO, BD}. For each edge � ∈ � , we create a sub-query �∗�,� as follows.
• For � = CEF, the residual hypergraph�∗

CEF
has an edge tree � ∗

CEF
depicted in Figure 6(b). Accordingly, �∗�,� Ð or

more speciically, �∗� ,CEF Ð involves relations �(CEJ, � ), �(CEF, � ), and �(EFG, � ).
• For � = BO, the residual hypergraph�∗

BO
has an edge tree� ∗

BO
depicted in Figure 6(c). Accordingly,�∗� ,BO involves

relations �(BO, � ) and �(BCE, � ).
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• For � = BD, the residual hypergraph�∗
BD

has an edge tree� ∗
BD

depicted in Figure 6(d). Accordingly,�∗� ,BD involves
relations �(BD, � ) and �(BCE, � ).

In addition, the elimination of edges ABC, BCE, and CEJ also yields a residual hypergraph �∗ with an edge tree � ∗

depicted in Figure 6(e). Accordingly, we create another sub-query�∗� Ð or more speciically,�∗
�
Ð which has relations

�(HI, � ), �(LM, � ) �(EHJ, � ), �(KL, � ), �(HK, � ), and �(HN, � ).

We now have four sub-queries: �∗� ,CEF, �
∗
� ,BO, �

∗
� ,BD, and �

∗
�
. Step 3 computes the Cartesian product of their results

using an algorithm developed by Kestman, Suciu, and Tao [17]. They showed that if the following conditions hold:

• Join(�∗� ,CEF) can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,CEF machines.

• Join(�∗� ,BO) can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,BO machines.

• Join(�∗� ,BD) can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,BD machines.

• Join(�∗
�
) can be computed with load � (�) using �� machines.

then the Cartesian product can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,CEF · �� ,BO · �� ,BD · �� machines. The values of
�� ,CEF, �� ,BO, and �� ,BD are computed using (31), while �� is computed using (32). We will prove in the next section
that �� ,CEF · �� ,BO · �� ,BD · �� is at most �� , i.e., the total number of machines allocated to coniguration �. Each of the

sub-queries �∗� ,CEF, �
∗
� ,BO, �

∗
� ,BD, and �

∗
�
can be processed recursively to satisfy the four conditions mentioned earlier.

In Step 4, every time a machine computes a tuple � in the Cartesian product from Step 3, it outputs {�} ⊲⊳

�(ABC, � ) ⊲⊳ �(BCE, � ) ⊲⊳ �(CEJ, � ) locally. Note that �(ABC, � ), �(BCE, � ), and �(CEJ, � ) have been broadcast to all
the �� machines. By combining the outputs of the �� machines, we obtain the result of �� . □

5 ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM

This section will establish another main result of the article:

Theorem 15. Any acyclic join query � as deined in Section 1.1 can be solved with load � (� /�1/�∗ ), where � is
the input size of � , �∗ is the fractional edge covering number of � , and � is the number of machines.

We will actually prove a stronger claim:

Lemma 16. Consider an acyclic join query � whose schema graph � is reduced. Let � be any edge tree of � and
C be the � -clustering of � deined in (19). Our algorithm in Section 4 answers � with load � (�), where � is the
�-induced load of C deined in (26).

Before proving the lemma, let us irst clarify how it leads to Theorem 15. First, if � is not reduced, we can
convert � into another query with the same result whose schema graph is reduced, which can be done with load
� (� /�) using algorithms from [14, 17]. If, on the other hand, � is reduced, the �-induced load � of C is at most
� /�1/| C | (as discussed in Section 4.1). As can be seen from (19), |C| equals the size of F , which by Lemma 8 is �∗.
Therefore, � = � (� /�1/�∗ ) and Theorem 15 follows.

The rest of the section serves as a proof of Lemma 16. All the notations below follow those in Section 4. Our
proof is via induction on the number of participating attributes (i.e., |� |) and the number of participating relations
(i.e., |� |). If |� | = 1, the lemma trivially holds. If |� | = 1, � has only one relation (because � is reduced) and
the lemma again holds trivially. Next, assuming that the lemma holds on any query with either strictly less
participating attributes or strictly less participating relations than � , we will prove the lemma’s correctness on � .
Our analysis will answer three questions:

(1) Why do we have enough machines to handle all conigurations in parallel? In particular, we must show
that

∑
� �� ≤ � , where �� is the number of machines allocated to �, as is given in (28).
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(2) Why does each step in Section 4.3 and 4.4 entail a load of � (�)?
(3) Why do we have �� ·

∏
�∈� ��,� ≤ �� in Step 3 of Section 4.4?

Settling these questions will complete the proof of Lemma 16.

Remark on Memory Usage. As a corollary of Theorem 15, our algorithm utilizes� (� /�1/�∗ ) words of memory

on each machine. More speciically, each machine receives in total � (� /�1/�∗ ) łatom tuplesž from the relations
of � , a.k.a., a subset of each relation in � . Then, the machine locally computes the join induced by those subsets.
Such computation can be done with no extra memory asymptotically7 Ð recall that the join result is output by
emission, rather than physically stored.

5.1 Total Number of Machines for All Configurations

It suices to prove
∑
� �� = � (�) because adjusting the hidden constants will then ensure

∑
� �� ≤ � . For every

� ∈ [|C|], we will show
1

��

︁

�

�� (��, C) = � (�) (34)

where �� (��, C) is the max-(� , �)-product of the � -clustering C, as deined in (25). It will then follow that

︁

�

�� =

︁

�

�

(
1 + | C |max

�=1

�� (��, C)
��

)
(by deinition of �� in (28))

=

︁

�

�

(

1 +
| C |︁

�=1

�� (��, C)
��

)

(because |C| = � (1))

= � (�) +
| C |︁

�=1

�

(
︁

�

�� (��, C)
��

)

(because
︁

�

1 = � (�), as shown in (27))

= � (�) (by (34)) .

Now, ix � to an arbitrary integer in [|C|]. For any coniguration �, the schema graph of �� is always � (i.e.,
same as the schema graph of �). Consider an arbitrary �-group � of C (the concept of �-group was deined in
Section 3.2). The ��-product of � , deined in (24), is

∏
�∈� |�(�, �) |. Given any � , we will prove

1

��

︁

�

∏

�∈�
|�(�, �) | = � (�). (35)

The above will then yield

︁

�

�� (��, C)
��

=

︁

�

1

��
max
�

∏

�∈�
|�(�, �) |

(by deinition of �� (��, C) in (25), applying also (24))

= �

(
︁

�

1

��

︁

�

∏

�∈�
|�(�, �) |

)

(as C has only a constant number of �-groups �)

7As CPU time is for free in our model, one can compute the join on those subsets using a nested loop. For better practical eiciency, one can

apply any of the join algorithms [5, 18, 21ś25, 33] in RAM, which all require memory at the same order as the input size.
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= �

(
︁

�

1

��

︁

�

∏

�∈�
|�(�, �) |

)

=

︁

�

� (�) (using (35))

= � (�)
as claimed in (34).

It remains to prove (35). Let us irst consider the case where � ∩ sigpath(�anc,� ) ≠ ∅, namely, � has an edge �0
picked from the cluster sigpath(�anc,� ). In this case, we have:

︁

�

∏

�∈�
|�(�, �) | =

︁

�

(
|�(�0, �) | ·

∏

�∈�\{�0 }
|�(�, �) |

)
(36)

For each � ∈ � \ {�0}, obviously |�(�, �) | ≤ |�� |. Regarding �0, because �anc must be an attribute of �0, the
relations �(�0, �) of all the conigurations � form a partition of �(�0).8 Hence:

(36) ≤
( ∏

�∈�\{�0 }
|�� |

) (︁

�

|�(�0, �) |
)
=

( ∏

�∈�\{�0 }
|�� |

)
· |�(�0) | =

∏

�∈�
|�� |

≤ max-(�,�)-product of C.
Therefore, the left hand side of (35) is bounded by

(
1/��

)
· max-(�,�)-product of C, which is at most � by

deinition of � (recall that � is the �-induced load of C, deined in (26)).

Example 5.1. To illustrate the analysis, let us revisit Example 4.2 (refer to Figure 1 for the edge tree � , where the
circled edges form the CEC). We have chosen the anchor leaf �anc = ABC and the anchor attribute �anc = C, resulting
in the signature path sigpath(ABC,� ) = {ABC, BCE, CEJ}. Consider � = {ABC, EHJ, HI}, which has an edge ABC in
sigpath(ABC,� ) (i.e., �0 = ABC). In this case,

1

�3
·
︁

�

|�(ABC, �) | · |�(EHJ, �) | · |�(HI, �) | =
1

�3
· |�EHJ | · |�HI | ·

︁

�

|�(ABC, �) |

≤ |�EHJ | · |�HI | · |�ABC |
�3

≤ max-(3, �)-product of C
�3

= � (�). □

Next, we consider � ∩ sigpath(�anc,� ) = ∅. In this case, we must have � = |� | ≤ |F | − 1, because the edges in
� need to come from distinct clusters of C, and C has |F | clusters (one of them is sigpath(�anc,� ), which now
must be excluded). We can derive:

1

��

︁

�

∏

�∈�
|�(�, �) | ≤ 1

��

︁

�

∏

�∈�
|�� | (applying the trivial fact |�(�, �) | ≤ |�� |)

= �

(
1

��

∏

�∈�
|�� | ·

︁

�

1

)

= �

(
1

��

∏

�∈�
|�� | · max

�′∈sigpath(�anc,� )

|��′ |
�

)

(because
︁

�

1 = �
(

max
�′∈sigpath(�anc,� )

|��′ |
�

)
, as shown in (27))

= �

(
max-(� + 1, �)-product of C

��+1

)

8The � (�0, � ) of all � are mutually disjoint and their union equals � (�0 ) .
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(notice that
∏

�∈�
|�� | · max

�′∈sigpath(�anc,� )
|��′ | is the �-product of a (� + 1)-group)

which is at most � . This completes the proof of
∑
� �� = � (�).

Example 5.2. We again use the context of Example 4.2 to illustrate the analysis (see Figure 1 for the edge tree � ,
where the circled edges constitute the CEC). Recall that we have chosen the anchor leaf �anc = ABC and the anchor
attribute �anc = C, resulting in the signature path sigpath(ABC,� ) = {ABC, BCE, CEJ}. Consider � = {BO, EHJ, HI}. In
this case,

1

�3
·
︁

�

|�(BO, �) | · |�(EHJ, �) | · |�(HI, �) | ≤ 1

�3
· |�BO | · |�EHJ | · |�HI | ·

︁

�

1

=
1

�3
· |�BO | · |�EHJ | · |�HI | ·�

(
max{|�ABC |, |�BCE |, |�CEJ |}

�

)

≤ max-(4, �)-product of �
�4

= � (�). □

5.2 Heavy ��

This subsection will prove that the algorithm in Section 4.3 has load� (�). Steps 2 and 5 demand no communication.
The following discussion focuses on the other steps.

Let us start with a technical lemma that will be useful later. Recall that � is the schema graph of query � (and
�� ),� is an edge tree of� , and C is the� -clustering of� . For any � ∈ [|C|], �� (��, C) is the max-(�,�)-product
of C, deined in (25). Our technical lemma is:

Lemma 17. For any � ∈ [|C|], it holds that (�� (��, C)/��)1/� = � (�).

Proof. Deine

� ′ = argmax
�∈[ | C | ]

(
�� (��, C)

��

)1/�

To prove the lemma, it suices to show that (�� ′ (��, C)/��)1/�
′
= � (�). Deine

� ′′ = argmax
�∈[ | C | ]

�� (��, C)
��

.

From (28), we know that �� is either Θ(
��′′ (�� ,C)

��
′′ ) or Θ(1). In the former case, because

��′′ (�� ,C)
��
′′ ≥ ��′ (�� ,C)

��
′ , we

have �� = Θ( ��′′ (�� ,C)
��
′′ ) = Ω( ��′ (�� ,C)

��
′ ) and hence

(
�� ′ (��, C)

��

)1/� ′
= �

((
�� ′ (��, C)

�� ′ (��, C)/�� ′
)1/� ′ )

= � (�).

In the latter case (i.e., �� = Θ(1)), (28) implies �� ′ (��, C) = � (��
′ ) and hence

(
�� ′ (��, C)

��

)1/� ′
=

(
� (�� ′ )
Θ(1)

)1/� ′
= � (�).

We thus complete the proof. □
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We now continue the analysis of the algorithm in Section 4.3. The loads of Steps 1 and 3 are both bounded9 by

�

(
1

��

︁

�∈�
|�(�, �) |

)

= �

(
1

��
max
�∈�
|�(�, �) |

)
= �

(
�1 (��, C)

��

)
= � (�).

where the second equality applied the deinition of �1 (��, C) in (25) Ð note that the ��-product of a 1-group �
is merely the maximum size of the relations �(�, �) of all � ∈ � Ð and the third inequality applied Lemma 17.

For analyzing Step 4, let us irst recall that, after removing the anchor attribute�anc, we convert� into residual
hypergraph � ′ and � into an edge tree � ′ of � ′. Then, Step 3 cleanses � ′ into a reduced hypergraph �∗ and,
accordingly, converts� ′ into an edge tree� ∗ of�∗. Let C∗ be the� ∗-clustering of�∗. The discussion in Section 3.3
tells us |C∗ | ≤ |C|, where as mentioned before C is the� -clustering of� . By the deinition in (26), the�∗�-induced
load of C∗ is

�∗� =
| C∗ |
max
�=1

(
�� (�∗�, C∗)

��

)1/�
(37)

where �� (�∗�, C∗) is the max-(�,�∗�)-product of C∗ (deined in (25)). By our inductive assumption (that Lemma 16

holds on �∗� ), Step 4 incurs load � (�∗�). Next, we will argue that � (�∗�) = � (�).
Lemma 18. For each � ∈ [|C∗ |], it holds that �� (�∗�, C∗) ≤ �� (��, C).

Proof. Recall that every edge �∗ of �∗ corresponds to an edge map−1 (�∗) in � , where the function map−1 (.)
was deined in Section 3.3.1. We must have

|�∗ (�∗, �) | ≤ |�(map−1 (�∗), �) |.
To see why, note that this is true when |�∗ (�∗, �) | is created in Step 2, whereas �∗ (�∗, �) can only shrink in Steps
3-5.

To prove the lemma, consider any �-group �∗ of C∗. By Lemma 12, � = {map−1 (�∗) | �∗ ∈ �∗} must be a �-
group of C. Since |�∗ (�∗, �) | ≤ |�(map−1 (�∗), �) | for any �∗ ∈ �∗, we have ∏

�∗∈�∗ |�∗ (�∗, �) | ≤
∏
�∈� |�(�, �) | ≤

�� (��, C). Therefore:

�� (�∗�, C∗) = max
�∗

∏

�∗∈�∗
|�∗ (�∗, �) | ≤ �� (��, C)

as needed. □

Applying the above lemma to (37), we now have �∗� ≤ max
| C∗ |
�=1

(
�� (�� ,C)

��

)1/�
, which is � (�) by Lemma 17.

Example 5.3. To illustrate the core of the above analysis, we will re-examine the scenario in Example 4.4. The
schema graph� of the query � has an edge tree� shown in Figure 1, where the circled nodes constitute the CEC. The
� -clustering of � is

C = {{BO, BCE, CEJ}, {ABC, BCE, CEJ}, {BD, BCE, CEJ}, {EFG, CEF, CEJ}, {HI}, {EHJ}, {LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}.
We have chosen the anchor leaf �anc = ABC and the anchor attribute �anc = C, resulting in the signature path
sigpath(ABC,� ) = {ABC, BCE, CEJ}. In Example 4.4, the coniguration � is a heavy value ℎ of C. The sub-query we
need to process Ð�∗� , or speciically,�

∗
ℎ
Ð has a schema graph�∗, for which Figure 5(b) shows its edge tree� ∗, where

the circled nodes constitute the CEC. The � ∗-clustering of �∗ is

C∗ = {{BO, BE}, {AB, BE}, {BD, BE}, {EFG}, {HI}, {EHJ}, {LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}.
9Step 3 requires� (1) semi-joins, each of which can be performed by sorting. For sorting in the MPC model, see Section 2.2.1 of [14]. The

stated bound for Steps 1 and 3 requires the assumption � ≤ � 1−� introduced in Section 1.1.
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From our inductive assumption, our algorithm processes �∗
ℎ
with load � (�∗�), where �∗� Ð or speciically, �∗

ℎ
Ð is

given in (38). Suppose, w.l.o.g., that (i) expression (38) is maximized at � = 3 and (ii) �3 (�∗ℎ, C
∗) is the �∗

ℎ
-product

of the 3-group �∗ = {AB, BO, EHJ} of C∗, meaning �� (�∗ℎ, C
∗) = |�∗ (AB, ℎ) | · |�∗ (BO, ℎ) | · |�∗ (EHJ, ℎ) |. The reader

should take a moment to recall the meanings of |�∗ (AB, ℎ) |, |�∗ (BO, ℎ) |, and |�∗ (EHJ, ℎ) from Example 4.4.

Recall that every edge �∗ in�∗ corresponds to an edge � in� , as is captured by � = map−1 (�∗). Here, edges AB, BD,
and EHJ of �∗ correspond to edges ABC, BD, and EHJ of � , respectively. Crucially, Lemma 12 guarantees that the set
� = {ABC, BO, EHJ} must be a 3-group of C. It follows that

�3 (�∗ℎ, C
∗) = |�∗ (AB, ℎ) | · |�∗ (BO, ℎ) | · |�∗ (EHJ, ℎ) |
≤ |�(ABC, ℎ) | · |�(BO, ℎ) | · |�(EHJ, ℎ) |
(see Example 4.3 for the meanings of �(ABC, ℎ), �(BO, ℎ), and �(EHJ, ℎ))

≤ �3 (�ℎ, C).

As �∗
ℎ
= � (�3 (�∗ℎ, C

∗)/��)1/3), we can now apply Lemma 17 to conclude that �∗
ℎ
= � (�). □

5.3 Light ��

This subsection will concentrate on the algorithm of Section 4.4.

Load. Step 1 incurs load � (�) (same analysis as in Section 4.3). Step 2 also requires a load of � (�) because every
broadcast relation has a size of at most �. Step 4 needs no communication.

For analyzing Step 3, let us recall that, at this moment, we have removed all the edges in the signature path
sigpath(�anc,� ) from the schema graph � of � . This yields set � , deined in (21). For each edge � ∈ � , we have
obtained a sub-query �∗�,� , whose schema graph �∗� has an edge tree � ∗� , which deines a � ∗� -clustering C∗� of �∗� .

In addition, we have also obtained another sub-query �∗� , whose schema graph �∗ has an edge tree � ∗, which

deines a � ∗-clustering C∗ of �∗.

Let us irst consider �∗� . The �
∗
�-induced load of C∗ is

�∗� =
| C∗ |
max
�=1

(
�� (�∗�, C∗)

��

)1/�

where �� (�∗�, C∗) is the max-(�,�∗�)-product of C∗ (see the deinition in (25)). Regarding the join �∗�,� for each
� ∈ � , the �∗�,�-induced load of C∗� is

�∗�,� =
| C∗� |
max
�=1

(
�� (�∗�,�, C∗� )

��,�

)1/�
(38)

where �� (�∗�,�, C∗� ) is the max-(�,�∗�,�)-product of C∗� . By our inductive assumption Ð namely, Lemma 16 holds

on �∗� and the �∗�,� of each � ∈ � Ð we know:

• evaluating �∗� with �� machines requires load � (�∗�), which is � (�) given the �� in (32), following an
argument similar to that used to prove (37) is � (�);
• evaluating �∗�,� of any � ∈ � with ��,� machines requires load � (�∗�,�), which is � (�) given the ��,� in (31),

again following an argument similar to that used to prove (37) is � (�).
Thus, the Cartesian product at Step 3 can be computed with load � (�), as explained in Section 4.4.
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Number of Machines in Step 3. To establish Lemma 16, it remains to prove that �� ·
∏
�∈� ��,� ≤ �� always

holds in Step 3. It suices to show �� ·
∏
�∈� ��,� = � (��) because we can then adjust the constants to ensure

�� ·
∏
�∈� ��,� ≤ �� .

Fix an arbitrary � ∈ � . The root of� ∗� Ð denoted as �root Ðmust belong to sigpath(�anc,� ). Recall that a �-group
� of C∗� takes edges from distinct clusters in C∗� . Call � a

• non-root �-group of C∗� if �root ∉ � , or
• a root �-group of C∗� , otherwise.

A non-root �-group � must have a size |� | ≤ |C∗� | − 1 because �root makes a cluster in C∗� .
For each � ∈ [|C∗� |], deine

�non� (�
∗
�,�, C∗� ) =





1 if � = 0
max-(�,�∗�,�)-product of all the non-root �-groups of C∗� if 1 ≤ � ≤ |C∗� | − 1
−∞ if � = |C∗� |

We observe:

Lemma 19. For any � ∈ � and any � ∈ [|C∗� |], it holds that

�� (�∗�,�, C∗� ) ≤ max
{
�non� (�

∗
�,�, C∗� ), � · �non�−1 (�

∗
�,�, C∗� )

}
(39)

where �� (�∗�,�, C∗� ) is the max-(�,�∗�,�)-product of C∗� (see deinition in (25)).

Proof. Deine � as the �-group of C∗� whose �∗�,�-product (see deinition in (24)) is the greatest among all

the �-groups of C∗� . In other words, the �∗�,�-product of � is �� (�∗�,�, C∗� ). If � is a non-root �-group of C∗� ,
(39) obviously holds. Consider, instead, that � is a root �-group of C∗� . Since �root ∈ sigpath(�anc,� ), we know
|�(�root, �) | ≤ � and hence

∏
�∈� |�(�, �) | ≤ � ·

∏
�∈�\{�root } |�(�, �) |. As � \ {�root} is a non-root (� − 1)-group,

�� (�∗�,�, C∗� ) ≤ � · �non�−1 (�
∗
�,�, C∗� ) holds. □

Equipped with (39), we can now derive from (31):

��,� = �

(
1 +

| C∗� |
max
�=1

max{�non
�
(�∗�,�, C∗� ), � · �non�−1 (�

∗
�,�, C∗� )}

��

)

= �

(
1 +

| C∗� |−1
max
�=1

�non
�
(�∗�,�, C∗� )
��

)
(40)

where the second equality used the fact that �non
�
(�∗�,�, C∗� ) = −∞ for � = |C∗� |.

We are now ready to prove�� ·
∏
�∈� ��,� = � (��). For each � ∈ � , the value ��,� in (40) is eitherΘ(max

| C∗� |−1
�=1

�non
�
(�∗�,� ,C∗� )
��

)
or Θ(1). Depending on which case it is, we deine integer �� and a set �� of edges diferently, as explained next:

• If ��,� = Θ( �
non
�
(�∗�,� ,C∗� )
��

) for some � ∈ [|C∗� | − 1], then
�� = �

�� = the non-root �-group of C∗� whose �∗�,�-product equals �
non
� (�

∗
�,�, C∗� )

• Otherwise (namely, ��,� = Θ(1)), then
�� = 0

�� = ∅
In this case, deine the �∗�,�-product of �� to be 1.
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The above deinitions of �� and �� guarantee ��,� = Θ(�
∗
�,� -product of ��

���
) in all cases.

In the same fashion, concerning the value �� in (32), we deine integer � and a set � of edges as follows:

• If �� = Θ( �� (�
∗
� ,C∗ )
��

) for some � ∈ [|C∗ |], then

� = �

� = the �-group of C∗ whose �∗�-product equals �� (�∗�, C∗).
• Otherwise (namely, �� = Θ(1)), then

� = 0

� = ∅
In this case, deine the �∗�-product of � to be 1.

The above deinitions of � and � guarantee �� = Θ(�
∗
� -product of �

��
) in all cases.

Now, we can deine

�super = � ∪
(
⋃

�∈�
��

)

.

If �super = ∅, then ��,� = Θ(1) for all � ∈ � and �� = Θ(1), which leads to

�� ·
∏

�∈�
��,� = � (1) = � (��).

If �super ≠ ∅, then �super is a super-|�super |-group (see Section 3.4 for the deinition of łsuper-�-groupž). By
Lemma 14, �super is a |�super |-group of � . We thus have:

�� ·
∏

�∈�
��,� = Θ

(
�∗�-product of �

��

)

·
∏

�∈�
Θ

(
�∗�,�-product of ��

���

)

= Θ

(∏
�∈�super

|�� |
� |�super |

)

= �

(
max-( |�super |, ��)-product of C

� |�super |

)

= � (��)
where the last equality used the deinition of �� in (28).

We have shown that �� ·
∏
�∈� ��,� = � (��) holds in all cases. This completes the whole proof of Lemma 16.

Example 5.4. To illustrate the core of the above analysis, we will re-visit the scenario in Example 4.5. The schema
graph � of � has an edge tree � shown in Figure 1, where the circled nodes constitute the CEC. We repeat the
� -clustering of � here for the reader’s convenience:

C = {{BO, BCE, CEJ}, {ABC, BCE, CEJ}, {BD, BCE, CEJ}, {EFG, CEF, CEJ}, {HI}, {EHJ}, {LM, KL}, {HK}, {HN}}.
The anchor leaf is �anc = ABC, resulting in the signature path sigpath(ABC,� ) = {ABC, BCE, CEJ}. The coniguration �
is a light interval � of C. As explained in Example 4.4, to show that �� Ð or speciically, �� Ð can be processed with
load � (�), we need to prove:
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• Join(�∗� ,CEF) can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,CEF machines,

• Join(�∗� ,BO) can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,BO machines,

• Join(�∗� ,BD) can be computed with load � (�) using �� ,BD machines,

• Join(�∗
�
) can be computed with load � (�) using �� machines, and

• �� ,CEF · �� ,BO · �� ,BD · �� ≤ ��
where the values of �� ,CEF, �� ,BO, and �� ,BD are computed using (31), �� is computed using (32), and �� Ð or speciically,
�� Ð is computed using (28). The irst four statements can be established following an argument similar to that used
to prove (37) is � (�). Next, we will illustrate our proof for �� ,CEF · �� ,BO · �� ,BD · �� ≤ �� .

Recall that

• For �∗� ,CEF, its schema graph of �∗
CEF

has an edge tree � ∗
CEF

shown in Figure 6(b), and the � ∗
CEF

-clustering of �∗
CEF

is C∗
CEF

= {{EFG, CEF}, {CEJ}}.
• For �∗� ,BO, its schema graph of �∗

BO
has an edge tree � ∗

BO
shown in Figure 6(c), and the � ∗

BO
-clustering of �∗

BO
is

C∗
BO

= {{BO}, {BCE}}.
• For �∗� ,BD, its schema graph of �∗

BD
has an edge tree � ∗

BD
shown in Figure 6(d), and the � ∗

BD
-clustering of �∗

BD
is

�∗
BD

= {{BD}, {BCE}}.
• For �∗

�
, its schema graph of �∗ has an edge tree � ∗ shown in Figure 6(e), and the � ∗-clustering of �∗ is

C∗ = {{HI}, {EHJ}, {HK}, {HN}, {LM, KL}}.

As shown in (31), �� ,CEF is determined by the maximum of three terms, which are 1, �1 (�∗� ,CEF, C∗CEF)/�, and
�2 (�∗� ,CEF, C∗CEF)/�2. Similar choices exist for �� ,BO, �� ,BD, and �� . In our illustration, we will focus on the follow-

ing choices:

• �� ,CEF = Θ(�2 (�∗� ,CEF, C∗CEF)/�2). Furthermore, suppose that �2 (�∗� ,CEF, C∗CEF) equals the �∗� ,CEF-product of the
2-group �1 = {CEF, CEJ}, i.e., �2 (�∗� ,CEF, C∗CEF) = |�(CEF, � ) | · |�(CEJ, � ) |.
• �� ,BO = Θ(�2 (�∗� ,BO, C∗CEF)/�2). In this case, �2 (�∗� ,BO) must be the �∗� ,BO-product of the 2-group �2 = {BO, BCE},
i.e., �2 (�∗� ,BO, C∗BO) = |�(BO, � ) | · |�(BCE, � ) |
• �� ,BD = Θ(�1 (�∗� ,BD, C∗CEF)/�). Furthermore, suppose that �1 (�∗� ,BD) equals �∗� ,BD-product of the 1-group �3 =

{BD}, i.e., �1 (�∗� ,BD) = |�(BD, � ) |.
• �� = Θ(�3 (�∗, C∗)/�3). Furthermore, suppose that �3 (�∗, C∗) equals the �∗-product of the 3-group �4 =

{HI, KL, HK}, i.e., �3 (�∗, C∗) = |�(HI, � ) | · |�(KL, � ) | · |�(HK, � ) |.

The ideas demonstrated below extend to the other choice combinations in a straightforward manner.

The 2-groups �1 and �2 are root 2-groups, while �3 is a non-root 1-group (the concept of root/non-root �-group
does not apply to �4). In general, every root �-group must contain an edge � ∈ sigpath(ABC,� ) such that �(�, � ) has
a size bounded by �. Indeed, for �1, we have |�(CEJ, � ) | ≤ �, while for �2, we have |�(BCE, � ) | ≤ �.

Putting together all the above facts, we have:

�� ,CEF · �� ,BO · �� ,BD · ��

= �

(
|�(CEF, � ) | · |�(CEJ, � ) |

�2
· |�(BO, � ) | · |�(BCE, � ) |

�2
· |�(BD, � ) |

�
· |�(HI, � ) | · |�(KL, � ) | · |�(HK, � ) |

�3

)

= �

(
|�(CEF, � ) |

�
· |�(BO, � ) |

�
· |�(BD, � ) |

�
· |�(HI, � ) | · |�(KL, � ) | · |�(HK, � ) |

�3

)
(41)
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The set � = {CEF, BO, BD, HI, KL, HK} is a super-6-group. By Lemma 14, � must be a 6-group of the � -clustering of � .
Therefore:

(41) = �

(
�� -product of �

�6

)
= �

(
�� (�� , C)

�6

)
= � (�� )

where the last equality used the deinition of �� in (28). Adjusting the hidden constants in the big-� gives �� ,CEF ·
�� ,BO · �� ,BD · �� ≤ �� . □

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, we have disproved the existence of any tuple-based algorithm that can evaluate an arbitrary join

query in the MPC model with load �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ), where � is the query’s input size, �∗ is the query’s fractional
edge covering number, and � is the number of machines. Speciically, we have established a new load lower
bound of Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) for an instance of boat joins (see Figure 2 for the schema graph of such joins), where �∗ = 3
is the fractional edge packing number for such joins, and their �∗ value equals 2. We can actually make the gap

between �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ) and Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) arbitrarily large, by adapting our argument to a class of łgeneralized boat
joinsž (deined as follows. Fix any constant integer � ≥ 3. The schema graph � of a generalized boat join has
2� attributes �1, �2, ..., �� and �1, �2, ..., �� , and 2� + 2 edges: {�1, �2, ..., �� }, {�1, �2, ..., �� }, and {�� , �� } for every
� ∈ [�]. � has a fractional edge covering number �∗ = 2 and yet a fractional edge packing number �∗ = � . It is
not diicult to modify our argument to prove that, for every � , Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) = Ω(� /�1/� ) is a load lower bound
on at least one instance of generalized boat joins.

Boat joins, as well as their generalized counterparts, have cyclic schema graphs. We have shown that cyclicity

is indeed what prevents us from guaranteeing a load of �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ). For that purpose, we have presented an
algorithm that can evaluate any acyclic join with load� (� /�1/�∗ ) Ð without any polylogarithmic factor Ð which
matches the well-known lower bound of Ω(� /�1/�∗ ) and is therefore asymptotically optimal. Our algorithm is
made possible by canonical edge cover, a new mathematical structure of acyclic hypergraphs that we discover in
this article. Every acyclic hypergraph has a canonical edge cover, which constitutes an integral optimal fractional
edge covering and has many interesting properties useful for algorithm design.

An intriguing open problem left behind by this article is whether (cyclic) join evaluation in MPC can be
fully characterized by putting together the fractional edge covering number �∗ and fractional edge packing

number �∗ of a join. Our lower bound argument does not rule out an algorithm with load �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ), where
�∗ = max{�∗, �∗}. In fact, all the generalized boat joins can be evaluated with load �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ) using algorithms

from [19, 27]. Unfortunately, the algorithms in [19, 27] fail to achieve load �̃ (� /�1/�∗ ) for arbitrary joins.
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A CHERNOFF BOUNDS

Let�1, �2, ..., �� be � ≥ 1 independent Bernoulli random variables such that Pr[�� = 1] is the same for all � ∈ [1, �]
(hence, so is Pr[�� = 0]). Let � =

∑�
�=1 and � = E[� ]. For any 0 < � ≤ 1, it holds that

Pr[|� − � | ≥ � · �] ≤ 2 exp

(
−�

2 · �
3

)
. (42)

For any � ≥ 2, it holds that

Pr[� ≥ � · �) ≤ exp
(
−� · �

6

)
. (43)

Inequalities (42) and (43) are commonly known as łChernof boundsž (see [28] for the proofs).

B PROOF OF LEMMA 10

We will irst prove that F ′ is the CEC of � ′ induced by � ′ by discussing in Section B.1 the scenario where
map(�anc) = �anc \ {�anc} is a subsumed edge in � ′ and in Section B.2 the scenario where map(�anc) is not
subsumed in � ′. Then, Section B.3 will explain why F ′ cannot contain any subsumed edge of � ′.

B.1 F ′ is the CEC of � ′: the Scenario Where map(�anc) Is Subsumed

Let �̂ be the parent of �anc in � . As map(�anc) is subsumed in � ′, map(�anc) must be a subset of map(�̂). This
implies �anc ∉ �̂ (otherwise, �anc ⊆ �̂ and � is not reduced). Because �anc needs to appear in all the nodes of
sigpath(�anc,� ), �anc ∉ �̂ indicates that �̂ ∉ sigpath(�anc,� ) and thus sigpath(�anc,� ) has only a single node �anc.
It thus follows that �̂ ∈ F and �anc is an exclusive attribute in �anc.

To show that F ′ = F \ {�anc} is the CEC of � ′ induced by � ′, it suices to prove that F ′ is the output of
edge-cover(� ′) on an arbitrary reverse topological order of � ′ (Lemma 8 tells us that the output is not sensitive
to the reverse topological order). For this purpose, consider �0 as any reverse topological order of � where �̂
succeeds �anc (i.e., �̂ is the immediate successor of �anc in �0). Let �1 be the sequence obtained by removing �anc
from �0; �1 must be a reverse topological order of � ′. Let �before be the node preceding �anc in �0 (i.e., �before is the
immediate predecessor of �anc in �0) and hence preceding �̂ in �1; deine �before = nil if �anc is the irst in �0.

Let us compare the execution of edge-cover(� ) on �0 to that of edge-cover(� ′) on �1. The two executions
are identical till the moment right after �before has been processed (by Line 4 of edge-cover). By the fact that
edge-cover(� ) adds �̂ to �tmp (we have proved earlier �̂ ∈ F ), �̂ has a disappearing attribute not covered by
�tmp when it is processed. Hence, when �̂ is processed by edge-cover(� ′), it must also have a disappearing
attribute not covered by �tmp and thus is added to �tmp. The rest execution of edge-cover(� ) is the same as that
of edge-cover(� ′) because every non-exclusive attribute of �anc is in �̂ . Therefore, the output of edge-cover(� ′) is
the same as that of edge-cover(� ), except that the former does not include �anc.

B.2 F ′ is the CEC of � ′: the Scenario Where map(�anc) is Not Subsumed in � ′

Let �0 = (�1, �2, ..., � |� | ) be an arbitrary reverse topological order of � . Deine �′� = map(�� ) = �� \ {�anc} for
� ∈ [|� |]. The sequence �1 = (�′1, �′2, ..., �′|� | ) is a reverse topological order of �

′. We will compare the execution
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of edge-cover(� ) on �0 to that of edge-cover(� ′) on �1. Deine �0 (�� ) (resp., �1 (�′� )) as the content of �tmp after
edge-cover(� ) (resp., edge-cover(� ′)) has processed �� (resp., �′� ).

Claim 1: For any leaf � of � , edge-cover(� ′) must add �′ = map(�) to �tmp.

To prove the claim, irst note that, because � is a leaf of � and � is reduced, � must have an exclusive attribute
� . If edge-cover(� ′) does not add �′ to �tmp, �

′ has no exclusive attributes in � ′. This implies � = �anc, which
further implies �anc = � (otherwise, �anc appears in two distinct nodes and thus cannot be exclusive). However,
in that case, �′ must contain an exclusive attribute in � ′ (because �′ = map(�anc) is not subsumed in � ′), thus
giving a contradiction.

Claim 2: For each � , �� ∈ �0 (�� ) if and only if �′� ∈ �1 (�′� ).

We prove the claim by induction on � . Because �1 is a leaf of � , Lemma 8 and Claim 1 guarantee �1 ∈ �0 (�1) and
�′1 ∈ �1 (�′1), respectively. Thus, Claim 2 holds for � = 1.

Next, we prove the correctness on � > 1, assuming that it holds on ��−1 and �′�−1. The inductive assumption
implies that �0 (��−1) covers an attribute� ≠ �anc if and only if �1 (�′�−1) covers� . If �� ∉ �0 (�� ), every disappearing
attribute of �� must be covered by �0 (��−1). Hence, �1 (�′�−1) must cover all the disappearing attributes of �′� and
thus �′� ∉ �1 (�′� ).
The rest of the proof assumes �� ∈ �0 (�� ), i.e., �� has a disappearing attribute � not covered by �0 (��−1). If

� ≠ �anc, � is a disappearing attribute in �′� not covered by �1 (�′�−1) and thus �′� ∈ �1 (�′� ). It remains to discuss
the scenario � = �anc. As �anc is disappearing at �� , �anc cannot exist in any proper ancestor of �� . Thus, �anc
must be a descendant of �� . We can assert that �anc = �� ; otherwise, the leaf �anc is processed before �� and must
exist in �0 (��−1) (Lemma 8), contradicting the fact that �anc is not covered by �0 (��−1). Then, �′� ∈ �1 (�′� ) follows
from Claim 1.

We can now conclude that F ′ is always the CEC of � ′ induced by � ′.

B.3 F ′ Cannot Contain Subsumed Edges

Consider any subsumed edge �′ in �′. Deine � = map−1 (�′); we know that � must contain �anc (otherwise, �
is subsumed in � and � is not reduced). Hence, � = �′ ∪ {�anc}. If � = �anc, then map(�anc) = map(�) = �′ is
subsumed in � ′, in which case �′ ∉ F ′ holds due to the explicit exclusion of �anc from F ′ as shown in (20).

Next, we consider � ≠ �anc. To prove � ∉ F ′, by the way F ′ is computed in (20), it suices to show � ∉ F ,
where F is the CEC of � induced by � . Assume, on the contrary, that � ∈ F . Let �̂ be the lowest proper ancestor

of �anc in F (here, łancestorž is deined with respect to � ). The deinition of �anc assures us �anc ∉ �̂ . Because

�anc ∈ �anc and �anc ∈ � , � must be a proper descendant of �̂ in � (connectedness of acyclicity). By deinition of

�anc, �̂ cannot have any non-leaf proper descendant in F . Hence, � must be a leaf of � .

Because �anc appears in two distinct leaves of � (i.e., �anc and �), connectedness of acyclicity demands that
�anc should also exist in the parent �̂ of � . As � is reduced, � must have an attribute � that does not appear in �̂
and thus must be exclusive. It follows that � ≠ �anc. However, in that case �′ = � \ {�anc} contains � and thus
cannot be subsumed in � ′ (� remains exclusive in � ′), giving a contradiction.

C PROOF OF LEMMA 11

We discuss only the scenario where map(�anc) is not subsumed in� ′ (the opposite case is easy and omitted). Our
proof will establish a stronger claim:
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Claim: F ∗ = F ′ is the CEC of �∗ induced by � ∗ every time Line 5 of cleanse is executed.

�∗ = � ′ and � ∗ = � ′ at Line 1. F ∗ = F ′ is the CEC of �∗ induced by � ∗ at this moment (Lemma 10). Hence,
the claim holds on the irst execution of Line 5.

Inductively, assuming that the claim holds currently, we will show that it still does after cleanse deletes
the next �small from �∗. Let �∗0 and �

∗
0 (resp., �∗1 and �

∗
1 ) be the �

∗ and � ∗ before (resp., after) the deletion of
�small, respectively. The fact �small being subsumed in �∗ suggests �small being subsumed in � ′. By Lemma 10,
�small ∉ F ′ = F ∗.
Case 1: �big parents �small. Let �0 be a reverse topological order of �

∗
0 where �big succeeds �small. As F ∗ is the

CEC of �∗0 induced by � ∗0 , edge-cover(� ∗0 ) produces F ∗ if executed on �0 (Lemma 8).

Let �1 be a copy of �0 but with �small removed; �1 is a reverse topological order of �
∗
1 . Every node in � ∗1 retains

the same disappearing attributes as in � ∗0 (see Figure 4a), whereas �small has no disappearing attributes. It is easy
to verify that running edge-cover(� ∗1 ) on �1 has the same output F ∗ as running edge-cover(� ∗0 ) on �0.
Case 2: �small parents �big. Let �0 be a reverse topological order of�

∗
0 where �small succeeds �big. Let �1 be a copy

of �0 but with �small removed; �1 is a reverse topological order of �
∗
1 . We will argue that running edge-cover(� ∗1 )

on �1 also returns F ∗.
The reader should note several facts about disappearing attributes. If an attribute has �small as the summit in

� ∗0 , the attribute’s summit in � ∗1 becomes �big (see Figure 4b). If an attribute has � ≠ �small as the summit in � ∗0 ,
its summit in � ∗1 is still � . Hence, every node in � ∗1 except �big retains the same disappearing attributes as in � ∗0 ,
whereas the disappearing attributes of �big in �

∗
1 contain those of �big and �small in �

∗
0 .

For each node � in �0 (resp. �1), denote by �0 (�) (resp. �1 (�)) the content of �tmp after edge-cover(� ∗0 ) (resp.
edge-cover(� ∗1 )) has processed � . Let �before be the node before �big in �0.10 It is easy to see that edge-cover(� ∗0 )
and edge-cover(� ∗1 ) behave the same way until inishing with �before, which gives �0 (�before) = �1 (�before). It must
hold that �small ∉ �0 (�small) (otherwise, �small would be a subsumed edge in F ∗, contradicting Lemma 10). Two
possibilities apply to �big:

(1) �big ∈ �0 (�big). Hence, �big has a disappearing attribute in� ∗0 not covered by �0 (�before). This means that �big
also has a disappearing attribute in� ∗1 not covered by �1 (�before) = �0 (�before). It follows that �big ∈ �1 (�big),
meaning �1 (�big) = �0 (�big) = �0 (�small).

(2) �big ∉ �0 (�big). All the disappearing attributes of �big and �small in �
∗
0 are covered by �0 (�before). Hence,

the disappearing attributes of �big in �
∗
1 are covered by �1 (�before) = �0 (�before). Therefore, �big ∉ �1 (�big),

meaning �0 (�small) = �0 (�before) = �1 (�before) = �1 (�big).
We now conclude that �1 (�big) = �0 (�small) always holds. Every remaining node in �0 and �1 has the same

disappearing attributes in � ∗0 and � ∗1 . The rest execution of edge-cover(� ∗0 ) is identical to that of edge-cover(� ∗1 ).

D PROOF OF LEMMA 12

We will discuss only the scenario where map(�anc) is not subsumed (the opposite scenario is easy and omitted).

Departing from acyclic queries, let us consider a more general problem on a rooted tree T where (i) every
node is colored black or white, and (ii) the root and all the leaves are black. Denote by � the set of black nodes.
Each black node � ∈ � is associated with a signature path:

• If � is the root of T , its signature path contains just � itself.

10In the special case where �big is the irst in �0, deine �before = nil with �0 (�before ) = �1 (�before ) = ∅.
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Fig. 8. Four types of contraction

• Otherwise, let �̂ be the lowest ancestor of � among all the nodes in �; the signature path of � is the set of

nodes on the path from �̂ to �, except �̂.

We deine four types of contractions:

• Type 1: We are given two white nodes �1 and �2 such that �1 parents �2. The contraction removes �2 from
T and makes �1 the new parent for all the child nodes of �2. See Figure 8a.
• Type 2: We are given two white nodes �1 and �2 such that �1 parents �2. The contraction removes �1 from
T , makes �2 the new parent for all the child nodes of �1, and makes �2 a child of the original parent of �1.
See Figure 8b.
• Type 3: Same as Type 1, except that �1 is black and �2 is white. See Figure 8c.
• Type 4: Same as Type 2, except that �1 is white and �2 is black. See Figure 8d.

The facts below are evident:

• The number of black nodes remains the same after a contraction.
• After a contraction, each signature path either remains the same or shrinks.

We now draw correspondence between a contraction and an edge deletion in cleanse. T corresponds to the
current edge tree � ∗ in cleanse. The set � of black nodes equals F ∗ = F ′ for the entire execution of cleanse.
The set {�1, �2} corresponds to {�small, �big}. As shown in Lemma 10, �small cannot exist in F ∗ and thus cannot
correspond to a black node. If we denote by C (resp., C∗) the set of signature paths at the beginning (resp., end)
of cleanse, each signature path in C∗ is obtained by continuously shrinking a distinct signature path in C. This
implies Lemma 12, noticing that C = {sigpath(� ,� ) | � ∈ F } and C∗ = {sigpath(� ∗,� ∗) | � ∗ ∈ F ∗}.

E PROOF OF LEMMA 13

We will irst prove that, for any � ∈ � , F ∗� is the CEC of �∗� induced by � ∗� . Let �̂ be the parent of �. Recall that F
is the CEC of � induced by � . Consider a reverse topological order �� of � satisfying the following condition: a
preix of �� is a permutation of the nodes in the subtree of � rooted at �. In other words, in �� , every node in the
aforementioned subtree must rank before every node outside the subtree. Deine �∗� to be the sequence obtained
by deleting from �� all the nodes � such that � ≠ �̂ and � is outside the subtree of � rooted at �. It is clear that �∗�
is a reverse topological order of � ∗� .
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Let us compare the execution of edge-cover(� ) on � to that of edge-cover(� ∗� ) on �∗� . They are exactly the
same until � has been processed. Hence, every node in the �tmp of edge-cover(� ) at this moment must have been
added to �tmp by edge-cover(� ∗� ). This means that all the nodes in F ∗� , except �̂, must appear in the inal �tmp

output by edge-cover(� ∗� ). Finally, the inal �tmp must also contain �̂ as well due to Lemma 8 (notice that �̂ is a
raw leaf of � ∗� ). This shows that F ∗� is the CEC of �∗� induced by � ∗� .

Next, we prove that F ∗ is the CEC of�∗ induced by � ∗. Let � be the highest node in sigpath(�anc,� ). Consider
a reverse topological order � of � satisfying the following condition: a preix of � is a permutation of the nodes

in the subtree of � rooted at � . Deine �∗ to be the sequence obtained by deleting that preix from � . It is clear

that �∗ is a reverse topological order of � ∗. Deine �̂ to be the parent of � in � . Note that �̂ must belong to F due
to the deinitions of � and sigpath(�anc,� )

We will compare the execution of edge-cover(� ) on � to that of edge-cover(� ∗) on �∗. For each � in � , deine
�0 (�) as the content of �tmp after edge-cover(� ) has inished processing � . Similarly, for each � in �∗, deine �1 (�)
as the content of �tmp after edge-cover(� ∗) has inished processing � . Divide � into three segments: (i) �1, which

includes the preix of � ending at (and including) � , (ii) �2, which starts right after �1 and ends at (and includes) �̂ ,

and (iii) �3, which is the rest of � . Note that �∗ is the concatenation of �2 and �3.

Claim 1: For any � in �2, � ∈ �0 (�) if and only if � ∈ �1 (�).

We prove the claim by induction. As the base case, consider � as the irst element in �2. In � ∗, � must be a leaf

and, by Lemma 8, must be in �1 (�). In � , � is either a leaf or �̂ . In the former case, Lemma 8 assures us � ∈ �0 (�).
In the latter case, � is also in �0 (�) because �̂ ∈ F .
Next, we prove the claim on every other node � in �2, assuming the claim’s correctness on the node �before

preceding � in�2. This inductive assumption implies �1 (�before) ⊆ �0 (�before). If � ∈ �0 (�), then � has a disappearing
attribute � not covered by �0 (�before). As �1 (�before) ⊆ �0 (�before), �1 (�before) does not cover � , either. Hence,
edge-cover(� ∗) adds � to �tmp, namely, � ∈ �1 (�).

Let us now focus on the case where � ∈ �1 (�). If � = �̂ , the fact �̂ ∈ F indicates � ∈ �0 (�). Next, we consider
� ≠ �̂ , meaning that � is a proper descendant of �̂ . The fact � ∈ �1 (�) suggests that � has a disappearing attribute �
not covered by �1 (�before). If � ∉ �0 (�), �0 (�before) must have a node �′ containing � . Node �′ must come from �1
(the inductive assumption prohibits �′ from appearing in �2) and hence must be a descendant of � . By acyclicity’s

connectedness requirement, � appearing in both � and �′ means that � must belong to �̂ . But this contradicts �
disappearing at � . We thus conclude that � ∈ �0 (�).

Claim 2: For any � in �3, � ∈ �0 (�) if and only if � ∈ �1 (�).

Claim 1 assures us that �1 (�̂) ⊆ �0 (�̂). Note also that �̂ belongs to �0 (�̂) (as explained before, �̂ ∈ F ) and hence

also to �1 (�̂) (Claim 1). Any node �′ ∈ �0 (�̂) \ �1 (�̂) must appear in the subtree rooted at �̂ in � , whereas any
node � in �3 must be outside that subtree. By acyclicity’s connectedness requirement, if �′ contains an attribute

� in � , then � ∈ �̂ for sure. This means that �1 (�̂) covers a disappearing attribute of � if and only if �0 (�̂) does
so. Therefore, edge-cover(� ∗) processes each node of �3 in the same way as edge-cover(� ). This proves the
correctness of Claim 2.

By putting Claims 1 and 2 together, we conclude that edge-cover(� ∗) returns all and only the attributes in

�2 ∪ �3 output by edge-cover(� ). Therefore, the output of edge-cover(� ∗) is F ∩ �∗ = F ∗.
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F PROOF OF LEMMA 14

For any � ∗ ∈ F ∗� and any � ∈ � that is not the root of � ∗� , it holds that sigpath(� ∗,� ∗� ) ⊆ sigpath(� ∗,� ).
Similarly, for any � ∗ ∈ F ∗, it holds that sigpath(� ∗,� ∗) ⊆ sigpath(� ∗,� ). To prove the lemma, it suices to
show that, given a super-�-group � = {�1, ..., �� }, we can always assign each �� , � ∈ [�], to a distinct cluster in
{sigpath(� ,� ) | � ∈ F }. This is easy: if �� is picked from sigpath(� ∗,� ∗� ) for some � ∈ F and � ∗ ∈ F ∗� , assign ��
to sigpath(� ∗,� ); if �� is picked from sigpath(� ∗,� ∗) for some � ∗ ∈ F ∗, assign �� to sigpath(� ∗,� ).
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